Spartan Daily
Trustees on tuition

Me and my shadow...

Resolution stalled

by Mark Crosse

Two tall, dark strangers accompany these late -afternoon strollers as they walk past the Seventh Street
Garage.

SJSU fraternities support
unfolding ’Penthouse’ event
by Joan Casserly
Penthouse magazine might not
get much extra exposure at SJSU
this semester.
entertainment
The
adult
publication offered all SJSU
fraternities a Penthouse-sponsored
party and car wash, along with a live
band, approximately 50 kegs of beer,
arid the help of four Penthouse
"pets." Each fraternity house voted
and the decision was made to accept
the offer.
But there is a definite uncertainty if the function will ever
actually take place in San Jose.
According to Penthouse International representative Maureen
Sharkey, who has been assisting in
organizing these activities
nationwide, it is still very much up in
the air if SJSU will be a participating school.
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"We have five (car washes)
going," Sharkey said, "We don’t
know yet, we may be able to have
six."
Sharkey
explained
that
fraternity
members at
the
University of Washington responded
to the offer before SJSU, "So they
will have priority." It might be a
couple of weeks before a decision
will be made about San Jose, she
said, adding that Penthouse
received SJSU confirmation on
Wednesday.
"It is a great promotion that is
beneficial to everyone," Sharkey
said of this Penthouse publicity
stunt.
The proceeds from the car
washes which are being held next
month at the University of Southern
California, University of Arizona
and the University of New Mexico,

A.S. coalition takes no
stand in budget cuts
The California State Students Association ( CSSA) chose not to push
specific post-Proposition 9 budget reductions within the California State
University and Colleges System ( CSUC) on March 23-24.
The statewide coalition of A.S. executives, however, reaffirmed its
support of tuition -free education at the California State College at
Dominguez Hills conference.
The CSSA said it won’t take formal stands on non-resident tuition,
student-faculty ratios, campus closures and other proposed means of
dealing with Prop. 9 which would cut the state income tax in half.
Non-resident tuition, now $60 per unit, could triple if Prop. 9 passes,
A.S. President Nancy McFadden said. Proposed increases in the studentfaculty ratio could result in faculty layoffs, she added.
McFadden admitted that the C-SSA’s stand was partially based on
maintaining credibility.
"We don’t want to wave the red flag at international students and tell
them if the ship starts to sink, you’re the first ones we will kick off," she
said.
If Prop. 9 fails in June, people will remember any cut which the CSSA
supported, she added.
McFadden admitted the CSSA "will have to take stands" on these
issues if Prop. 9 passes.
Possible post-Prop. 9 budget cuts of 4 to 25 percent were discussed at
a meeting between CSSA legislative director Steve Glazer and Gov. Jerry
Brown last week, she added.
"The original 30 percent budget reduction (proposed by the Chancellor’s office in February) seems totally useless at this time," McFadden
said.
The CSSA will continue to consult with the Chancellor’s office and
individual campuses on contingency planning for Prop. 9, she said. Most
of this work will be done after June 4.
Individual CSSA members are also encouraging Prop. 9 educational
efforts on CSUC campuses.
These efforts include Students Together Opposing Prop. 9 (STOP 9)
coalitions, as well as consultations with the Council on Student
Educational Needs created by the CSSA.
In other action. the CSSA indicated that it may support an alternative
to the current "last hired, first fired" system of faculty layoffs, McFadden said.
The CSSA, though it did not take a formal stand on the elimination of
tenure, indicated it will preserve its pro-affirmative action stands.
At least one CSSA member proposed the abolition of tenure in the
CSUC, McFadden admitted.
In CSSA resolutions 80-05, the organization "endorses recognizing
excellence (n teaching effectiveness" and promotes student participation
in faculty evaluations.
The CSSA also adopted stands against Proposition 10, the "Fair Rent
Initiative" and Proposition 11, which would place a tax on big oil.
The CSSA lelt that Prop. 10 was regressive for rent control and "rent
control helps students," McFadden said.

Daily takes a break
The Spartan Daily lakes vacations, too. We will resume
publication Tuesday, April 8.

will go toward leukemia research.
Sharkey said the Penthouse sponsored car wash held last
weekend at San Diego State was a
"huge success."
According to SJSU InterFraternity Council secretary Mark
Galbo, the fraternities will be in
competition with one another to see
which can sell the most car wash
tickets, which washes the most cars
and which washes fastest. l’he
prizes include a trip to Las Vegas,
stereo speakers, a color television, a
camera and calculators.
Galbo sees the event as a chance
for Greeks to get together and says
the Inter-Fraternity Council’s acceptance of Penthouse’s offer "is not
necessarily
condoning
the
magazine."
Alpha Tau Omega sophomore
Terry Wicks views the activity as
harmless and says, "It is just for
fun."
Two other schools in the area
were made the same offer by
Penthouse before SJSU, Galbo said,
but both declined.
Last month, fraternities at
Stanford turned down the car wash
offer because nature of the
magazine may cause students to
boycott the car wash.
According to Stanford InterFraternity Council President John
Kinney, the reason for their refusal
is "We may insult or offend some
people."

by Boni Brewer
The California State University
and Colleges system Board of
Trustees postponed on Wednesday a
resolution seeking legislation that
would allow trustees to levy tuition if
Proposition 9 passes on June 3.
The matter will come up again
in the board’s May meeting.
The resolution was considered in
anticipation that alternative sources
of revenue for the CSUC would be
called for in Gov. Jerry Brown’s
Pi op. 9 contingency budget. But the
governor will not be issuing such a
budget.
According to CSUC Chancellor
Glenn Dumke, who met with Brown
on March 19, "the enormous uncertainties which have plagued our
contingency planning efforts from
the start continue to cloud the
situation."
"There is no agreement in
Sacramento how to best proceed,"
he added.
Trustees had officially opposed
implementing tuition for CSUC
students in their January meeting.
The legislation would permit
trustees to determine levels of
tuition before the Prop. 9 vote, according to CSUC Public Affairs
Officer David Brooks. If the taxslashing initiative then passed,
tuition could be imposed without
legislative approval.
It’s possible, however, that the
legislature would limit how much
tuition could be charged. Currently,
there is a $25 yearly limit.
Reports of Department of
Finance considerations on tuition
levels range from between $200 and
$600 per year.
Tuition is only one possibility of
recovering losses, Brooks said, and
Chancellor Dumke will present
other alternatives to trustees at the
May meeting. He did not specify
what these alternatives might be.
While initial losses to the CSUC
were estimated at $256 million (a 30
percent cut(, Dumke said it’s
possible the 1980-81 reduction will be
from $40 to $50 million.
But if the economy doesn’t fare
well and certain actions are not
taken by the legislature, then the cut
"could be perhaps doubled," Dumke
said.

These reductions, whatever
their size, "will be on top of the
continuing budget reduction of $17
million sustained by the CSUC after
Prop. 13," Dumke said.
Estimates from Sacramento are
that in the following year, 1981-82,
the "most optimistic" minimum
reduction in state spending needed
to balance the budget would be
"three times the amount required in
1980-81," Dumke said. "And this
does not account for any inflation
factor."
Dumke said some examples of
the variables that make rational
planning approaches extremely
difficult" include:
- The size of the state surplus in
1980-81 and whether there will be a
surplus in 1981-82.
- Use of the state’s oil revenues.

- Legislative action on the
effective day of Prop. 9 (January 1
or July 1 ), and which year’s tax
table to use.
-- Whether across-the-board
budget reductions are to be
sustained equally by local agencies,
as favored by CSUC administration,
or whether state agencies - including the CSUC - must bear the
brunt of total reductions.
Dumke stressed that moves to
eliminate campuses or to increase
workload of faculty "will be strongly
resisted."
Whether further student fee
increases will be called for this year
to meet a portion of losses is
presently unpredictable, he said
(see related story below ).

$ 6 fee increase
approved for fall
by Bow Brewer
An increase in Student Services fees of $6 per semester was approved by the California State University and Colleges system Board of
Trustees on Tuesday.
The increase, which is to take effect this fall semester, will cover
salary increases for Student Services employees.
Students enrolled in 6.1 or more units will pay $111 per semester in
fees, while those enrolled in fewer than six units will also face an increase of $6 per semester.
Of the $105 full-time students now pay per semester, $72 goes to
Student Services, $10 to Associated Students, $14 to the Student Union,
$3 to facilities, $1 to campus I.D. cards and $5 to Instructionally Related Activities.
The California State Students Association is asking the state
legislature to lift the annual $20 A.S. fee ceiling written into law 26
years ago.
State Sen. Ken Maddy is presenting the bill (SB 1279) to remove
the ceiling. The bill places no limits on possible increases, but any
increase would require a two-thirds approval by students voting on
individual campuses.
CSUC Chancellor Glenn Dumke told tne board of trustees this week
that it is unclear whether passage of the Proposition 9 income tax cutting initiative will mean further increases in Student Services fees
to help recover losses.

Garage report held up
The SJSU Environmental Impact Report ( EIR ) on
the proposed parking garage will not be submitted to the
California State University and Colleges Board of
Trustees until September, A.S. attorney general Michael
Medina told the council Wednesday night.
SJSU Associate Executive Vice President J. Handel
Evans confirmed this statement.
The SJSU administration, prior to last Friday’s
public hearing on the EIR, had planned to submit the
report in May. The garage cannot be approved without
the EIR.

Lawyer subpoenas
reporters’ notes
by Scott Hinrichs
Former Spartan Daily reporter Mark Robert Henry, along with a
San Jose Mercury reporter, has been subpoenaed for materials used in
the writing of an Oct. 10, 1979 Spartan Daily article titled "Police
sweep upsets youth on East Side."
Deliberation on the subpoena, which is a request by the court for
any notes, photographs, recordings, etc., pertaining to the incident will
continue between the attorneys of those involved today at the Santa
Clara County Municipal Court Building at 200 W. Hedding.
Henry and the Mercury reporter, Linda Goldston, were subpoenaed
to testify in the case of the People vs. Jesse Dominguez as part of a
pretrial motion by a defense attorney for Dominguez.
Charges of failure to disperse and disturbing the peace were filed
by police against Dominguez at an "alleged riot incident" on the East
Side last fall.
The main issue stemming from the subpoena involves a "fair trial
versus free press" situation, according to John Thorne, the attorney
representing Henry.
Thorne, who is presently providing his services free of charge, said
the question raised by the discovery hearing held last Friday is
whether Henry is protected under the First Amendment and the
California shield law, or whether Dominguez has a right to all material
evidence, including reporter’s notes, for a fair trial under the Sixth
Amendment.
The California State University and Colleges system cannot
provide Henry with an attorney because he is not employed by the
state, according to Bruce M. Richardson, assistant general counsel for
the CSUC system.
Deputy public defender Esau Ruiz Herrera represents Dominguez
in his push for more evidence in the case.
At a hearing last Friday morning, Judge Robert P. Ahern, of the
Santa Clara County Municipal Court District 19, advised Hen-era to rewrite his subpoena and attached affidavit. Ahern described the sub-

"I think the response looks pretty negative for
continuing the project," Medina said.
Evans insisted the administration is only "waiting"
to see the fate of Proposition 9 and its possible impact
on the CSUC budget.
The income tax-slashing initiative will be on the
June state ballot.
The deadline for additions to the EIR is April 25,
Medina said.
(For other council news, see related story on page 8.)

poena as too "broad" and requested that the defense specify what
evidence is needed. He adjourned the hearing until 9 a.m. today.
According to Thorne, today’s hearing may be one of many in a long
process.
If the judge approves a request for all material evidence and the
request is refused by Henry or Goldston, they could be held in rontempt by the court.
San Jose Mercury attorney Edward P. Davis, Jr., is the leader of
the opposition to Herrera’s request for the reporters’ materials.
Henry covered city events while on the Spartan Daily staff during
the fall 1979 semester and now works for the Los Gatos TimesObserver.
Henry recently received the Deborah Hurt Memorial Scholarship
for investigative reporting on a significant topic for his series of articles, including the one in question, dealing with problems between
police and youths and others at King and Story roads.

Roh, Sage, IV, b,r.

Former Spartan Daily reporter Mark Robert Henry
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Essential: Revitalize our space program
by Kevin Folan
Staff Writyr,

"Space the last frontier."
As a one-time frontier nation, it
seemed eminently appropriate for
America to challenge the taming of
this extraterrestrial prarieland.
When the Apollo team landed on
the moon just over 10 years ago, a
new era of exploration seemed to be
dawning. The nation embarked on a
kind of outer -space manifest
destiny. Americans had turned their
intelligence and energies to a
befittingly monumental task.
However, the space program
has slowed and stagnated.
There have been problems with
the space shuttle program, and, of
course, there was Skylab last year.
but one of the primary reasons for
the slowdown has been a growing
reluctance to adequately fund the
National Aeronautics and Space

Administration ) NASA).
Billions of dollars have been
"wasted" on the space program
with little to show, critics say.
Shouldn’t that money be spent on
programs to benefit people, they
add? After all, if "they can send a
man to the moon, why can’t they
etc, etc."
First of all, as to the question of
money, yes, tens of billions have
been spent. However, over the past
decade, this sum adds up to less than
half of one percent of the Gross
National Product ’GNP). It can be
reasonably said that this is
somewhat less than an inordinate
amount.
Beyond that, there is also the
"spin-off" effect of this hightechnology investment. According to
independent research, as well as
NASA and government figures, the
United States will get back at least

$2 to $3 for every $1 spent from the
by-products that develop as a result
of the space program.
Many of these spin-offs have
directly benefitted mankind in a
variety of ways. In medicine, for
example:
The tiny electronic components
cardiac
for
necessary
"pacemakers" were developed as a
result of the need for minuterization
on space vehicle computer systems.
A "listening" system developed
by NASA to monitor the health of
astronauts led to the use by hospitals
can
that
computers
of
simultaneously monitor 64 patients.
drills
dental
High-speed
benefitted from the development of
used in space
bearings
tiny ball
satellites.
space
In the environment,
research has led to the development
of:
Sensors which help to explore

the effects of .,.(ollution on marine
life.
New types of waste disposal and
recycling devices. (Both waste
disposal and recycling are hoped to
provide additional energy for
America.)
An Earth Resources Technology
Satellite which can monitor and
analyze information on crops and
changes in the environment most
long-range weather forecasts are
made with the help of satellites.)
Satellites have also been of
tremendous strategic significance.
"Spy -in -the-sky" satellites now
provide the bulk of intelligence data,
which allows an accurate
assessment of industrial and
military conditions in other countries.
Compliance with the terms of
arms limitations agreements such
as SALT II can be readily monitored

by these satellites, increasing the
chances for such agreements to be
signed.
In this country, in terms of
regional impact, spending on the
space program heavily benefitted
one of the country’s more
economically distressed areas, the
South. The Kennedy Space Center at
Cape Canaveral employs 23,000
people, and space is the third largest
industry in Florida, behind tourism
and citrus crops.
The construction of the Lyndon
B. Johnson Space Center in Houston
and the Marshall Space Flight
Center in Huntsville, Ala., has been
of great value to these areas also.
At the peak of the Apollo
program, 400,000 people were involved, along with scores of
universities and 20,000 private
companies.
This assemblage of technical

expertise, which culminated in the
mightiest achievement of the century, demonstrates what can be
accomplished by collective effort.
When "the best and the brightest"
work together, great things can
happen.
However, there was more intechnical
just
than
volved
achievements.
The spirit of the nation was
symbolized by the bold thrust of the
Apollo mission. It was a vigorous,
questing spirit that put the first man
on the moon’s surface.
It was this same urge, the
relentless curiosity to know the
unknown, that has propelled man
from his earliest days to his present
levels of achievement.
Now, one of the greatest
challenges of the ages awaits.
Will the challenge go unanswered?

Solving U.S. domestic crises Banning topless dancing in
should be given top priority public places is hypocritical
by Yasunori Chiba
taff Writer

"Crisis" is a term often used by
the mass media.
There is the "Iranian crisis."
There is the "energy crisis." And
there are many other situations
which are termed "crisis" in the
United States right now.
But, unfortunately, the real
crisis is that the United States seems
more concerned with foreign affairs
than with our many domestic
problems.
Many people in the world
believe that the United States is the
leading nation
among
non co mai un ist countries,
both
politically and economically.
But now, some of the noncommunist countries are about to
turn their political direction into an
era of opposition to American
foreign policy. This trend began with
the Iranian crisis and now has
spread into some of the Moslem
countries.
Because the United States is the
leading nation, many of the non-

communist countries expect a lot
from it. Thus, conflicts seem to
occur when the United States’
responses don’t live up to another
country’s expectations.
But even if the United States
does not help or influence the other
non-communist countries at all, they
will stay on the line of American
foreign policy and will not turn
toward Russian imperialism.
American foreign policy is
treated as being more important
than the domestic policy that should
be the first priority now.
For example, the lack of energy,
decline of economy and environmental destruction are crucial
domestic problems.
Until now, the lack of energy
could be solved by the discovery of
new energy, the decline of the
economy could be solved by controls
of prices of commodities, taxes and
interest rates, and environmental
destruction could be solved by
regulations.
But now, if we regulate the
environmental destruction, the

energy supply decreases. If the
energy supply decreases, then the
unemployment rate increases. That
is, solving one problem makes
another problem.
American automobile companies ignored the development of
the small car on the assumption that
people would still drive big cars and
that gas would not be scarce. This
ignorance has now forced them to
lay off their employees in their
factories.
The problem of the high inflation
rate ) now 18 percent ) mixed up with
the unemployment problem.
Furthermore, there are a lot of
social problems, such as drug abuse
and a high crime rate. As for drug
abuse, children smoking marijuana
certainly indicates that the problem
is severe.
The United States has too many
problems at home. As one of many
aliens who love this country, I would
like to see the importance of
domestic stability be placed above
the importance of helping out other
eountries.

by Dave Meltzer
Staff Writer

The recent unanimous vote of the Fremont City
Council to ban all forms of topless dancing in public places
is totally hypocritical. It’s another attempt by certain
groups to have their beliefs fostered upon the masses.
What caused all the flack is a "male bikini" nightclub in
Fremont, which is packed with women every night.
Because of pressures by religious organizations, the
Fremont City Council, before a packed throng of
onlookers, voted to ban such "entertainment."
Why did the hypocritical council not react when
women, for years, had been performing in "stripper"
joints in Fremont? Could the fact that the council is
composed almost entirely of men have had any bearing on
this?
I believe the entire issue comes down to the fact that
nobody was ever forced to go into a stripper joint. Those
who oppose that kind of behavior for whatever reason can
just ignore it and not attend.
If enough people agreed with them, the joints wouldn’t
be able to survive financially and would soon disappear.
Unfortunately, for those groups and others who try to
force their views on others, this was not the case.
These places are becoming the "in" thing, packed
with people every night. Obviously, these people, however
you may view them, wouldn’t want others’ morals to

letters
Response
Editor:
Regarding Steve Hastings’
letter in Wednesday’s Daily.
Hastings accused Daily reporter
Ron Regalia of buying a "twisted
line of bull" from Independent

Weekly senior editor Michael
Phillips and me. What was our
twisted line of bull? Hastings never
seems to say in his letter.
Phillips was quoted in the Daily
article of March 13 as saying that
Hastings -printed papers he didn’t
have the ad money to pay for "
What’s twisted about his statement?

Just ask our printer; he’ll tell you
the papers were printed with no
money to pay for them; he’s still
waiting for the money. Fact of the
matter is that Hastings was
responsible for that debt, just as I
would be for any debt this staff incurred.
It’s unfortunate, but it is

Hastings who is twisting things.
Hastings’ announcement to the
spring staff of the "impending debt"
came after the situation was
critical, after the paper was
thousands of dollars in the hole.
His fundraisers that semester,
which Mike, incidentally, did help
with, were unsuccessful because
they did not feature attractive artists and were poorly advertised.
Mike and I did not drag our feet
over fundraising during the summer; we simply disagree with
Hastings about his revenue making
strategy. We believe that selling
advertising space is the most logical
and time-effective money making
activity for a newspaper to engage
in.
People
magazine,
which
Hastings cited, can get away with
going into debt in its first year
because, unlike the Weekly, its
printer is not extending credit to the
publication. High finance investors
are taking that $3.5 million loss.
The fact that Hastings should
have been aware of is that nine out of
10 new publications in this country
fail in their first year. This fact is
why the Weekly should never have
been "expected" to go into debt in its
first year. If it weren’t for Mike’s
and my willingness to personally
take responsibility for Hastings’
debt, that expectation would have
killed the Weekly.
My hope is that the energetic
people who are now committed to
the Weekly will continue to devote
their time and energies to the
Weekly so that it will be here for
students to participate in and read
for years to come.
Todd Axtell
Editor-in-chief
The Independent Weekly

No trade
Editor:
As a native San Franciscan, I
must take some exception to Brian
Wirth’s analysis of the city in his
recent forum piece. Most people in
San Francisco love the weather
there and wouldn’t trade it for all the
oppressive heat of San Jose. The
increased ions in the ocean air
makes a San Franciscan feel good; I
would rather have a cool breeze and
warm people than a hot wind and
cold citizens.
Tony Robinson
Administration of Justice
Senior

deprive them of whatever entertains them.
In San Jose, religious groups in their "anti-Gay
Rights" crusade are trying to do the same thing to force
their views on people who don’t agree with them.
Prejudice is something that has always been around
and, unfortunately, probably always will be. That still
doesn’t make it right for people to campaign to further
prejudice, which local religious organizations in Santa
Clara County are currently doing.
The legislators in Santa Clara County haven’t let
groups who try to legislate their own morality force their
views upon the community.
Unfortunately, members of the city and county’s
legislative branch are being met with much political
pressure.
One specific example: County Supervisor Rod
Diridon was threatened with a recall when he voted
against the passage of a law which would rescind equal
rights for gays.
Religion and beliefs, being the touchy subject that
they are, are bound to cause disagreement.
However, people shouldn’t become so threatened by
this disagreement that they try to produce laws which say
that their side is right and that all other views are illegal.
It’s too bad the Fremont City Council didn’t realize
this, and let one group legislate its morals, and forced
them upon the rest of the city’s citizens.

What do you think?
Question: What is the worst
eyesore on campus?
,asked Wednesday near the fountain)
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The Art Building strikes me as an eyesore
because it’s so out of place. Its architecture is of
years ago while the Student Union and the
Business Tower are pretty modern. The trees
and girls look nice..
Dean Macias
Interior Design I Art),
junior

The Engineering Building is the God-awfulest
looking building on campus. The lockers inside
are archaic. The interior architecture and design
look as if they’ve been put together by high
school students: it looks tacky. The outside of the
building is about the same except it’s not as well
planned.
Aloandukr Andersson
Math, junior
The parking lot on Fourth Street is the ugliest
eyesore during wet weather. Aside from that, the
campus looks pretty nice, especially the old
buildings. I don’t like the look of the grass that’s
dying; people walk on it too much.
James McCall
Communications, junior

I think the ugliest thing is the construction site
where they’re building the new library. The rest
of the campus is well manicured and fairly attractive.
Ed Perry
Administration of Justice,
junior

iff!
rift,1

I don’t like the look of the brick dorms. Last year
I lived in Joe West Hall right by them. I just don’t
like the dirty-looking bricks.
Amy Tapucol
Marketing, junior

I think that overall it’s a nice-looking campus,
but the construction of the library is as ugly as it
is distracting. At least the noise from the site
isn’t as bad as it was last semester. The parking
lots are eyesores as well as being inefficient.
Lynn Hoffard
Human Performance, senior
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Community Opera Theater
works to build S. J. audience
by Ron Regalia
Steinberg, are to give SJSU
performance
When former in- students
ternational opera singer experience and expose
Irene Dalis took over the opera to people who
SJSU opera workshop in otherwise would never see
fall 1977, the program had it.
The theater has per5ix students enrolled and
an annual budget of about formed 120 times in Santa
Clara County schools,
$1,000.
first SJSU senior centers, hospitals,
Dalis’
production that semester, a festivals and shopping
series of five scenes from centers since 1977 as part of
five European operas, cost its outreach program.
"This is just a
$635.
Today, barely two beginning," Dalis said.
community
The
years later, the SJSU
Community Opera Theater theater is an entirely
employs seven full-time different concept than the
staff members and has 43 in-school opera workshop
was, Music Department
student performers.
The program’s 1979-80 Chairman Robert Cowden
budget is expected to reach said.
Dabs’ aim is to create
$150,000, Dabs said. In
March, the theater staged a San Jose regional opera
23 performances for Arts theater with a full 10-month
Education Week at a cost of season. She believes the

Merolla auditions to train
with the San Francisco
Opera staff this summer.
"Merolla is the first
step toward a professional
company," Dalis said.
Voice major Ronald
Gerard is one of 22 national
finalists for the Fulbright
Award, a scholarship for
fine arts study in Europe.
Gerard auditioned for
the award two months ago
but has not received the
resuks, Steinberg said.
Even if he docsn’t win
the Fulbright, there is a
"good chance" he will
receive a fine arts study
scholarship from the
German government, she
added.
Ronald Williams, also
a music major, is employed by the San Francisco Spring Opera.
"We have five or six
absolute potentials (for
opera careers)," Dalis
said. She said it will
probably be 10 years,
though, before she knows if
the theater’s professional
training is working.
Cowden said the
theater receives $4,000 to
$5,000 from the department
Instructionally
and
Related Activities.
A large share of the
theater’s funding, approximately $12,000, comes
from the San Jose Friends
of the Opera. The nonprofit organization was
established in August of
1978 specifically to provide
financial assistance to the

The community theater is
an entirely different concept

Irene Dalis
more than $47,000, she county is now large enough
added.
to handle such a company.
Theater and orchestra
"Three percent of the
rental, costumes and set people in any area support
construction absorb most the arts," Dalis said.
of the budget, The opera Assuming even 1 percent of
has no theater of its own, San Jose’s population is
and in order to exist, Dalis supportive, that means a
developed a community possible audience of 5,000
outreach program to help people, she added.
attract outside funding.
Dabs referred to a Wall
"We’re not just a Street Journal article last
university workshop any year which said "Interest
more, but a community in the opera has reached
opera," said Judith the proportions of a
Steinberg, Dalis’ ad- phenomenon"
in the
ministrative assistant. United States. She insists
"We have moved beyond San Jose is no exception,
the Music Department."
pointing to large San Jose
The
outreach Symphony turnouts as
program’s two major evidence.
purposes, according to
SJSU political science
prof. Terry Christensen
praised Dalis’ efforts, as
Spartan Daily
"incredibly important" but
said San Jose probably
Serving tin San Jose State
University Community
isn’t ready for an opera
Since OM
company.
USPS 509480
Until Delis succeeds in
Second class menage paid at San
building an opera audience
Jose, Calif orma. Member of California Newspaper Publishers
in San Jose, the city will be
Association and the Associated
competing with San
Press Published daily by San
Francisco for performers,
Jose State University during
he said.
the college year The opinions
expressed in the paper are not
The fact that comnecessarily those of the Associamercial producers are
ted Students, the University Adbringing in talent indicates
mintstrabon or the Department
San Jose may be apof Journalism and Advertising.
Subscriptions accepted only on a
proaching a "crucial
remainder of semester basis.
threshold" of interest in the
Full academic year. $15. Each
performing
arts,
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LAKER TO LONDON
FROM OAKLAND

company through its
support of the opera
theater as an "interdisciplinary activity,"
Dalis said.
The opera theater
involves many disciplines,
including audio-visual,
business and theater arts,
and could even be a
"source of income" for
SJSU if other departments
contribute their skills, she
added.
The Theatre Arts and
Dance departments are
actively involved in the
program, Steinberg said.
Dance instructor Mina
Garman, for ex mple, is
directing the opera’s
production of "Dido and
Aeneas" in June.
This aspect of the
opera theater, though, has
not gone as well as expected, Steinberg said.
The theater produces
one or two major operas
with
length
( full
professional orchestra)
each year. The Arts
Education Week performances and "Dido and
Aeneas" are the 1980-81
efforts.
One world-premiere
opera is performed every
other year, Steinberg said.
In June of 1979 the theater
presented the premiere of
Alva Henderson’s "The
Last Leaf" and has lined up
a production for spring
1981.
"We are training
performers," Dalis said.
"Singers can be developed

$549
Every Sat.
from Apr. 5

in the studio but performers only on the stage."
Student workshops, in
which the basics of theater
and opera are taught, are a
key part of the program,
according to Steinberg.
Students are also
trained in all aspects of
opera production, including sound, advertising,
administrative work, set
building and costume, she
added.
The theater students
meet eight hours a week in
class and are also required
to work 15 hours a semester
in the outreach program.
They receive one unit of
academic credit.
Several community
opera students are embarking on possible
professional careers, Dalis
said.
Music major Mary
Enman was recently
selected for the final

$347
$310
$330

LOWEST SFO-LONDON
FARE HIGH SEASON

$611
roundt rip

FREE hotel hooking svc. tow -cost car hire England

Call Jim DewiAnce: 984-7576

BRITISH EUROPEAN TRAVEL
1080 Saratoga Ave. San Jose 95129

Community Opera Theater
to reflect the program’s
new emphasis on community outreach.
This year, the Fine
Arts grant was boosted to
$20,000 for the Arts
Education Week performance.
the
addition,
In
national Music Performance Trust Fund
donated about $5,000 while
the opera theater supplied
the remainder of the
funding, Dalis said.
The outreach program
is a major part of the
theater’s 1980-81 grant
application to the Fine Arts
Commission. Currently,
the commission grants are
used only for full-scale
public performances.
Whether or not the
theater receives its request
largely depends on the
passage of Proposition 9,
Dalis said.
The theater plans to
seven
perform
at
elementary schools this
spring. The Community
Foundation of Santa Clara
recently granted the
theater $1,800 in pilot
program funds for five of
these performances.
Over the past two
years, the theater has also
grants
and
received
donations from IBM, Music
America, the California
Arts Council, Mercury News Publisher Joseph
Ridder and several county

Spartan
Stations
:J.:box/loos/Wm

Community
The
theater has "given purpose
of opera
years
25
to my
performance," she said.
Dalis graduated from
San Jose State College in
1946 with a double major in

voice and piano before
her
long
beginning
professional career in 1952.
Dabs’ major assistant,
musical director David
Rohrbaugh, is an SJSU
professor and a former San
Francisco Opera and
Symphony
Cleveland

performer.
Steinberg, secretary
Katja Bateman and
composer-in-residence Alva Henderson are Comprehensive Employment
Training Act ( CETA
employees. Steinberg and
Bateman are SJSU music
students,
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For employment in Southern California
THE LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARD
will be recruiting on your campus for civilian employment in:
Naval Architects
Mechanical Engineers
Electrical/Electronic Engineers
Civil Engineers F. Architects
Industrial Engineers
THE LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARD
Is looking for graduating engineers who:
Can accept responsibility for multi -million
dollar projects
s Are creative in engineering analysts to
improve cost efficiency
Can adapt to multi -engineering problems
with state of the art requirements
Are self -motivating

THE LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARD
civilian employment offers:
Challenging career opportunities
Constantly changing job assignments
World travel
Liberal vacation time
High -paying retirement
Merit promotion opportunities

Sign up now at your placement office. We will be interviewing:

Friday, April 11, 1980
If you cannot fit this into your busy schedule
but are still interested write or call.
Bill Wilson
Professional Employment Coordinator

LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARD

Code 170 1
Long Beach CA 90822
Call collect 1213) 547 7657 or 547-8276
An (goal
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ENGINEERING
GRADUATES

Roundtrio from

one way from
SF -ROME
one way from
-LONDON
SF
SF -FRANKFURT one way from

theater.
The program received
its first city cultural grant
in April of 1979 after performing a full production
with professional orchestra
in the San Jose Center for
the Performing Arts.
The grant, totalling
$10,000, was given by the
San Jose Fine Arts Commission.
At that time, the name
was changed from SJSU
opera workshop to SJSU

by Steve Sloan

The SJSU Community Theater performs in one of three operas presented this week in the Mon’
tgomery Theater in downtown San Jose.
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SILICONIX
IS READY FOR THE 80’s
WITH YOU IN MIND!
BS. MS graduates in Electrical Engineering, Physics, Chemical
Engineering and Material Science Remember this Date and
Place Come visit and explore your career obiectives with us

April 7th
Campus Placement Office
SILICONIX has achieved its high level of leadership in the semiconductor industry ass direct result of innovative breakthroughs
Having grown from a dominant position in the FET market, SILICONIX has had 15 years of continuous profitability and has led
the country in development of VMOS and expanded our technical base to include such porcesses as RMOS and lit_ In the
consumer market we supply a broad range of IC’s for several
applications
Specific SILICON IX growth opportunities include these engineering disciplines

Design
Test
Manufacturing

Process
Quality

For full details regarding our campus interviews, check with your
Campus Placement Office 11 unable to attend in person, send
your resume to Mike Buchner, SILICONIX, INC., 2201 Laurel wood Road, Dept. GE -1, Santa Clara, California 95054.We are an
equal opportunity employer and encourage minorities and women to apply
At SILICONIX, we’ll offer you more
than Just a Job...

And THAT’S A PROMISE,

Siliconix
incorporated
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Rain continues to plague stadium expansion
by Dave Meltzer
Tuesday’s rain at Spartan Stadium continues to
plague the San Jose Earthquakes home opener set for
April 12.
"There is five feet of water in the holes (which were
dug to hold cement for the foundation) and that causes
problems," J. Handel Evans, SJSU’s associate executive
vice president and coordinator for the stadium expansion
project, said Wednesday.
-They’re pumping it out right now," Evans said.
"Men will be working overtime to get this done."
When asked how much will be completed by April 12,
Shin San Ho of Stolte Inc. said, "We won’t finish the corner
seating."
Stolte Inc., is the Oakland-based firm in charge of the
construction project.
The bulldozers and heavy equipment needed to pull
out the roots to build the foundation for the ( west ) side
can’t be brought in until the place dries out," Ho said.
"Nobody can tell when it’ll dry up," Ho noted.
-Nobody can tell about the field right now," Ho said.

"If the weather stays good for two weeks there should be
no problem."
If it rains again, however, Stolte Inc. will be unable to
smooth out a wet field because it won’t be able to bring in
the heavy machinery, Ho said.
The west side entrance of Spartan Stadium won’t be
open for the entire soccer season, Ho said. "We are going
to build a temporary fence around ( the west side of the
stadium) where they are working."
Approximately 500 Spartan foundation donors who

have season tickets in Section E, the 50-yard line section
on the west side, will be unable to sit in their seats for the
first two games, Dave Ross, Earthquake’s ticket manager
said.
Section E has been torn out and will eventually be
replaced with fiberglass seating.
The Earthquakes are planning to put temporary
bleachers on the field from the 35-yard line to the 35-yard
line to accommodate those displaced because of the
contruction in Section E, according to Ross.
"We’re realeasing seats as they become available,"

SJSU faces
surging Gaels
by Jeff Morris
The Spartan nine will get a chance to avenge two
losses at the hands of St. Mary’s in a Northern Calif orna
Baseball Association weekend series beginning today at
San Jose Municipal Stadium.

Quakes look for
immediate help

After today’s 2:30 contest the teams will travel to Lou
Guisto Field on the St. Mary’s campus for a Saturday noon
doubleheader in Moraga.
The Gaels. 7-11 in the first half and 10-13 overall, took
two victories over the Spartans on March 18-19 by 12-3 and
6-2 counts which kept the spartans in fourth place in the
final first half standings by one-half a game.
Gael skipper Miles McAfee seems to have the St.
Mary’s headed in the right direction as the Gaels closed
out the first half of the NCBA play by winning seven of
nine league encounters.
SJSU conversely is courting a four-game losing streak
and as of late seems to be plagued by the same early
season miscues that got the Spartans off to a slow start.
In last weekend’s series against Fresno State,
Spartan errors accounted for six unearned runs. But the
SJSU bats, silent in this season’s early stages, have been
continuing to boom on a consistent basis.
Centerfielder Dave Williams has 10 hits in his last 24
at bats and rightfielder Mike Brown has shown that he,
too, can use the bat. Since the second game of the USF
series two weeks ago, Brown had four doubles, two
homers and 16 RBI’s to lead the Spartans in that category.
Catcher Robert Cardona did well offensively filling in
for Mike Valentine prior to the Bulldog series, collecting
seven hits in 12 at bats for .333 average, tops amoung nonregulars.
The probable starter for today’s game will be Mark
Langston, who should improve on his last outing aganst
the Gaels in which he gave up six runs in a brief relief stint
on March 17.
SJSU will be another NCBA series over the spring
break in a three-game series against the University of
Nevada -Reno.
The three-game homestand begins Thursday, Apr!! 3
at 2:30 with the second and third games played on April 4
at 7:30 and April 6 starting at 1 p.m.

Hoopsters honored
Mayor Janet Gray Hayes announced a resolution
honoring the SJSU basketball team on its recent PCAA
championship and NCAA appearance during Tuesday’s
City Council meeting.
The Spartan’s NCAA bid was their first in 29 years as
first-year head coach Bill Berry took SJSU from the
depths of the PCAA in 1979, when it posted a 7-20 slate, to a
17-12 mark this year.
SJSU finished third in the PCAA during the regular
season but defeated UC-Santa Barbara, Utah State and
,ong Beach State to win the post season PCAA tourney.
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Ross said.
The Earthquakes contract with the Spartan Foundation calls for the stadium to hold 16,400, according to
Quake general manager John Carbray.
The stadium is already down 2,000 seats in the corners
due to the construction there according to Ho, which,
along with he uprooted Section E, puts stadium capacity
below 16,000.
The Earthquakes, with an 8-22 team, averaged 15,092
fans last season, seventh highest in the North American
Soccer League.
At yesterday’s press conference, Earthquake owner
Milan Mandaric inquired via telephone hook-up from
Manchester, England about the state of the field to Carbray, who couldn’t give a definite response.
The press box for the early season games will hold
nine media people, plus home and visiting radio broadcast
teams.
Television cameras will be supported, along with the
broadcast crews, on a scaffold, because the press box will
tbe unable to house television cameras.
Persons associated with the Earthquakes have
contributed
"a substantial sum" to the stadium
enlargement, accoridng to Ben Reiclunuth, former
Earthquake general manager and head of the Spartan
Foundation.
Neither the Earthquakes nor the Spartan Foundation
would release exact figures on the teams contributions.
The Earthquakes contribute 10 percent of their
stadium-paid attendence directly to the stadium
enlargement fund, according to Steve Des Georges,
Quakes public relation director.
Also, a share of the parking goes to the trustees and it
filters to the stadium enlargement fund, Des Georges
noted.

1111ih
iilw1o5 h v Mark Crosse
Construction workers attempt to get the field at Spartan Stadium in shape for the Earthquakes home
opener April 1 2

Lady fencers defend Nat’l title
by Catherine Cassidy
SJSU’s women fencers
embarked on their threeday national crown defense
yesterday at the National
Intercollegiate Women’s
Association
Fencing
NIWFA ) Championship
tournament at Ohio State.
Favored to grab the
national championship for
the sixth consecutive year,
the Spartans are the cream
of a crop the includes
teams from 26 schools
throughout the nation.
Penn State, who took
an uncomfortably close
second place to the Lady
Spartans in last year’s
championship battle, is
once again expected to
pose a major threat to
SJSU’s domination.
The field includes the
top 15 finishers in last
year’s
championship
battle, SJSU’s toughest
challenges coming from
Fullerton State, University

of Wisconsin, University of
Pennsylvania and Wayne
State.
Coach Mike D’Asaro’s
No. 1 sophomore Joy
Ellingson will be looking to
defend her national
championship title in this
year’s competition.
Since winning the 1979
national crown, Ellingson
enjoyed an outstanding 22-0
regular season. She
slumped a bit in the NorCal
Conference
Individual
championships,
only
managing a dissapointing
fourth place, but regained
her glory when she took the
gold medal at the Western
Regional finals several
weeks ago.
On hand at Ohio State
to give Ellingson a run for
her money are last year’s
second and third place
runner-ups,
Barnard
University’s Elka KristoNagy and Fullerton’s Jila
Almassi.
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Barnard’s top women
fencer gave Ellingson a
strong battle for the final
No. 1 spot last year and is a
strong contender for the
championship once again.
Also lending a hand in
the fight for this year’s
championship are Diane
Knoblach, Laurie Clark
and Sue Huseman.
Knoblach

pleasantly

surprised D’Asaro by
capturing first place in the
NorCal Individuals, which
capped and 18-5 season for
the Spartan fencer.
She was also part of a
virtual SJSU sweep of the
top six places at the
Regionals competition,
taking fourth place while
teammates Huseman and
Clark picked up fifth and
sixth respectively.

With owner Milan Mandaric and coach Bill Foulkes in
Europe in search of new talent, the San Jose Earthquakes
announced the signing of an American citizen from Los
Angeles, Ane ( pronounced Ah-nee) Mihailovich.
Mihailovich, originally from Yugoslavia, is most
remembered by Earthquake fans for the overtime goal he
scored as a member of the Los Angeles Aztecs in 1977,
knocking the Quakes out of the playoffs with a 2-1 defeat.
Mihailovich played last season with the Washington
Diplomats, where a torn ankle contributed to his spending
most of the season on the bench.
Mandaric and Foulkes via phone hook-up from
Manchester, England spoke to the press yesterday and
revealed they are close to signing five new players in time
for the April 5 season opener at the Rose Bowl against the
Los Angeles Aztecs.
Mandaric and Foulkes failed to reveal any information on who they were attempting to sign, other than
they are searching in England, Belgium and Yugoslavia.

MEDICAL SCHOOL
SCHOLARSHIPS

worth up to Sto0,000 are offered by the U.S.
Navy Medical Corps to Pre-Meds accepted by
accredited medical schools in the U.S.
The scholarships provide full tuition, books,
lab fees and $485/mo. For further information :
call 1415) 273-7791 or write to:

Golfers 3rd in Fresno
The SJSU men’s golf
team finished the first day
of the windblown Fresno
State University Golf
Classic in third place,
seven strokes behind the
leading Bulldogs in the
three-day event.
The host team shot a
366, University of -Southern
California shot a 370 and
SJSU came in with a 373.
The best Spartan round
of the day was Mike Lang’s

73. Alan Swank and Mark
Barnblatt carded 74’s,
Steve Gazzaneo shot a 75
and Tom Cole rounded out
SJSU’s official scoring with
577.

,

MEDICAL SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS
N it D . SAN FRANCISCO
1515Clay Street. Oakland, CA 94612

Are you ready
for one of the
fastest powing
semiconductor
manufacturers?
Synertek will be on campus ready for you
Monday April 14 Contact the Career Planning and Placement Office at 277-2816 to set up your interview If you
cant arrange for an on campus interview send your
resume to Nancy McMillan Employment Manager
Synertek PO Box 552 Santa Clara California 95052
Synertek is a state-of-the-art MOS microprocessor and memory semiconductor manufacturer
headquartered in Santa Clara. California with immediate
expansion planned in beautiful Santa Cru/ along the
Pacific Coast
If you re about to earn a degree in Electronicr,
Engineer 1. Chemical Engineering or Physics were
interesteo io your possible future here ,it Synertek
Get to know the company with a future For you

Synertek

Equai Opportunity
Affirmative Action M/F/H/V
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by Jon Bloom
Even though he’s not
one to hold a grudge, SJSU
head track coach Ernie
Bullard would like nothing
better than to avenge a
two-year-old loss as his
Spartans face PCAA foe
State
Beach
Long
tomorrow on the 49ers’
track.
Coach Cliff Abel’s
49ers’ were the last PCAA
foe to defeat the Spartans,
way back in 1978. After that
loss SJSU went on to
establish a 10-meet winning
streak over the next year
and a half.
That streak was
eventually killed earlier
this month as the Bears of
defeated
UC-Berkeley
SJSU 80-74.
Bullard says SJSU, 2-1

in dual meets, was overconfident two years ago
and will be taking this
encounter with the 49ers
seriously, much like the
Spartans did last season in
their 106 1/2-55 1/2 victory.
The 49ers, also 2-1 in
dual meet competition,
have an extremely strong
weight division, which
according to Bullard, will
cause problems for SJSU.
"Their shot put, discus
and hammer people are the
best total weight group in
the country," Bullard said.
"They come right at you."
The powerful trio of
shotputter Mike Smith,
thrower Greg
discus
McSevenry and Scott Reid,
who doubles on the discus
and hammer, came right at
their competition in last

weekend’s Martin Luther
King Games at Stanford
and left them in the dust.
Smith, who recently set
a Long Beach State record
in the shot with a toss of 6010, grabbed a first in the
college division of the
games with a mark of 59-8.
Reid captured the
discus in the college
division with 182-5 and was
followed in the competition
by teammate McSevenry
at 181-5.
While the 49ers should
own the point scoring in the
competition,
weight
Bullard estimates that the
Spartans have an advantage of "about four-tofive points on paper" due to
distance,
sprint
and
jumping strength.
"I think we’ll have an

edge in the longer
distances for the first time
this year," Bullard said.
"And we should do well in
the sprints.
"We will outdistance
them in the jumps, too,"
Bullard predicted.
The 49ers have some
speed of their own in for-,
mer San Jose City College
star Horace Berry (10.4 100
Henry
and
meters)
Williams 10.7).
"He’s a good little
sprinter," Bullard said of
the 5-8 Berry."And we’ll
have to compete hard to
beat him."
Bullard will counter
the presence of Berry with
Ken Thomas, Eric Hurt
and Willie Jackson, all of
whom have posted times as
good or better than Berry.
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by TIISh Shaw

Members of the SJSU judo team battle April 5 for an unprecedented 1 9 t h national championship.

Judokas seek to continue dynasty
One of the greatest dynasties in
the history of collegiate sports is
attempting to win a 19th consecutive
national championship.
The SJSU judo team, winners of
the National Collegiate Judo
Association championship consecutively since 1962 the first year
the NCJA held national championships go for the 1980 verson of
the championship April 5 at Howard
University in Washington, D.C.
"It’s been getting closer every
single year," Spartan coach Yosh
Uchida said. Uchida feels Cumberland College and Los Angeles

City College should provide the
Spartans with their toughest competition.
The winners in each weight
class will be sent to the Olympic
qualifying camp to compete for
team berths.
The Spartans will send a sevenman, two-women contingent to
Howard to attempt to garner the
NCJA title.
The men’s squad is composed of
132-pound Keith Tonra; 142-pound
Mike Swain; 156 -pound Mike
Coleman; 172 -pound Edouardo
Cerna a second place finish in last

season’s NCJA tourney); 189-pound
Mike Caithamer; 209-pound Gary
Scott; and heavyweight Brad Moss.
"Our lower weights, especially
Swain and Coleman, look really
good," Uchida said.
The Spartans will also send two
women, 105-pound Pina Caputo and
145-pound Christine Penick to the
tourney.

The notion of seeing your ideas
become reality was probably a
major factor in your decision to
become an engineer.
Now comes the second step.
Deciding where you’re going to
put your ideas and training to
work.

Ten years ago, Advanced Micro
Devices had no products, zero
sales and eight of thebest people
in the business.

by David Remote

High jumper Thurlis Gibbs and his Spartan teammates compete tomorrow at
Long Beach State and Saturday, April 5 against Arizona at Bud Winter Field.

Garner vaults to NCAAs
Lincoln, Neb., isn’t
exactly
the
favorite
vacation spot in the world,
but SJSU gymnast Kenneth
Garner can’t think of a
better spot to spend his
Easter weekend.
The reason Garner is
looking forward to his trip
to Nebraska is because
that’s where the NCAA
championships will be held
on April 3, 4, 5.
Garner will be the lone
SJSU representative in the
meet and has a good shot at
placing in the top six in his
specialty, the vault.
"Potentially, with the
difficulty of his vault he
could place," coach Rich
Chew said. "This is his first
NCAA, however, so it is a
pretty big order."
Another disadvantage
Garner will be fighting will

be his relative inexperience with his second
vault. Garner just added
the second and more difficult vault a few weeks ago
and has only thrown it in
one major competition.
Garner, however, has
been tough all year in the
vault. last year as a
freshman Garner hit a 9.75
to establish a school

record, and has been
averaging 9.18 this season.
That 9.75 vault ranks
him among the top 15
gymnasts in the nation,
according to Chew.
Garner is only the 17th
gymnast in SJSU history to
make it to the NCAA finals
and is the first since Chris
Wright made it in the floor
exercise in 1976.
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The Spartans are also gunning
for the Amateur Athletic Union
championship which will take place
April 25 and 26 at Michigan State
University.

Step #2.
A career in engineering. You
took the first step when you
enrolled in college.

The 400 meters could
be another area where the
49ers could pick up some
points as Williams has run
a 47.2 for the grueling one
lap event earlier this
season.
Spartan entrants in the
400, Phil Williams and
James Davis, have yet to
approach that time zone
with Williams clocking a
49.3 last season.
The 400 meter relay
should provide some excitement with Berry and
Williams running legs for
the 49ers against a
regrouped and recuperated
Spartan foursome.
The quick quartet of
Thomas, Jackson, Tim
Foster and Eric Humphrey
will attempt to better their
season’s best of 40.11 set at
the college division of the
King Games when Jackson
had leg problems.
The distance group of
Dan Harvey, Tim Gruber
and Jose Garcia in the 5,000
meters along with Stan
Ross and Tom Hussey in
the 1,500 should also score
big, according to Bullard.
Other Spartans healed
and ready to compete in the
Long Beach meet include
pole vaulters Felix Bohni
and Kim Black and javelin
specialist Curt Ransford.
After the dual with the
49ers, the Spartan track
schedule continues into the
Spring break as the team
faces Pacific-10 adversary
Arizona.
The Wildcats are
currently 1-2 in dual meets
this season with a victory
over
Occidental
and
devastating losses to
Arizona State and San
Diego State.
Arizona’s loss to San
Diego State saw a handful
of Wildcats qualify for the
NCAA championships.
Steeplechasers Tom
Hunt, Harrison Coroso and
Jeff Hess, who provide the
bulk of the Arizona punch,
all hit their qualifying
times as did high jumper
James Frazier against
ASU.

Today, Advanced Micro Devices
has more than 600 products,
$200 million in sales and 8,000
of the best people in the business.
We want more.
If you’re an engineering degree
candidate with a solid state
physics background, we want
you.
You’ll work for the fastest
growing integrated circuit producer in the nation. You’ll work
with engineers whose ideas
have become reality.
Step to the head of the class.
Join Advanced Micro Devices.

Advanced Micro Devices will be on the San Jose campus April 8,
1980 Contact the Career Planning and Placement Center for more
information.
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The Leader In
Dispersed Data
Processktg

growing segment of the
worldwide computer
industry

Datapoint Corporation
pioneered the concept of
dispersed data processing,
maintaining our leadership
through constant innovation
and research. The result is a
growing family of compatible
computer systems that fit
easily into the working
environment growing as a
business grows and thus
eliminating the need for -fresh
starts" each time computing
requirements change.

More Than Personal
Advancement

A Company Ready
For ’Me Future
Business has quickly realized
the profit potential of this new
generation of computers. The
low cost and versatility of
dispersed data processing
permits application where
traditional computing systems
weren’t cost effective. And
that’s just the beginning. The
dispersed data processing
market is projected to grow at
an annual rate of 30 to 40
percent through the 1980’s
and represents the fastest

18.6 million in fiscal 1973 to
232 million in fiscal 1979 with
fully taxed earnings of 25
million. Datapoint is soundly
positioned in both financial
resources and professional
management. intent upon
continuing its leadership role
in the dynamic and evolving
computer marketplace

An Expanding
Company
Datapoint is demonstrating
one of the most dramatic
growth rates in the computer
industry Evidenced by an
increase in revenues from

Whether your degree is in
ENGINEERING. COMPUTER
SCIENCE. ACCOUNTING.
FINANCE. MARKETING OR
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, a career
with Datapoint can offer you
more than just personal
advancement It offers you the
unique opportunity to
participate with a team of
proven achievers in bringing
new computer and
communications hardware
and software technologies to
the world of business
For more information about
Datapoint Corporation, see
your Placement Office for our
on- campus int’arviews
April 118 28,1980
We are an equal
opportunity employer M F

D DATAPOINT
ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES El
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Greet The Beat!
by Chuck Bustillos
Paul Collins was frustrated and fed-up
with the chic lifestyle of the Los Angeles
disco scene. What he really wanted was a
"rock and roll girl."
With his rock and roll ambitions
temporarily on hold after his first band,
The Nerves, split-up, Collins was
detestedly parking cars at an I.A. disco
when he could stand it no longer and
realized he was ’ working too hard " in an
environment he could never adapt to.
The native New Yorker scoured the
Southland in the spring of ’78 and met-up
with bass player Steve Huff through the
Musicians Personal Section of the
Recycler, southern California’s
newspaper of free classified advertisements.
Drummer Mike Ruiz and guitarist
Larry Whitman were added and the explosive quartet began establishing its
trademark of delivering driving rock and
II in its simplest form. The band’s name
aptly described the one thing you
remembered about each of their songs The Beat.
It was through a stroke of luck, and
good timing. that The Beat got the break
they needed. It eventually landed them a
contract with "Bill Graham Presents."
"I was walking through Hollywood on
my way to a practice and passed by
Peaches Records." Collins said in a recent
telephone interview. ’’There was a big
cluster of kids so I went in. Eddie Money
was signing autographs promoting one of
his albums. The Nerves had opened a few
shows for Eddie in 19741 and we became
pretty good friends. After he finished there
we went and wrote ’Let Me Into Your
Life."
Money introduced Jerry Pornpelli, of
the Graham organization, to The Beat and
although Graham was less than overly
impressed with the group at first, Money’s
persistence to have The Beat open one of
his San Francisco shows last April gave
Collins one last shot at getting signed.
"Jerry came and heard us play

again," Collins said. "And this time we
really poured it on."
Since then The Beat has been turning
other audiences onto their energetic style
and "power-pop" sound. They have
opened for a menagerie of acts: from
Devo, the Sinceros and Joe Jackson to
Cindy Buliens, the Babys, Ian Gomm and
Southside Johnny and the Asbury Jukes.
They are currently on tour with the Jam.
"It’s tough opening for acts that might
be different from you and for audiences
that have come to see the headliner,"
Collins said, "But sometimes it’s a test to
your ability to please."
The Beat’s biggest test came during a
recent concert in Iowa City, not exactly
known as the rock and roll capital of the
world.
"We really did not expect to get much
response from the crowd," Collins said.
"But they were really into it."
Collins said that it’s The Beat’s approach to rock and roll which makes them
universally acceptable to all audiences.
"We’ve got influences in our music
from Chuck Berry to Devo," Collins said.
"But it all comes out as pure rock and roll.
And I think everyone can relate to that."
Collins said that his relationship with
Graham’s management has been equally
amiable.
"It’s great having them for
management," Collins said. "Since they
specialize in putting on concerts, they
know all the problems that can come up
and they do their best to see that it doesn’t
happen for us. Since the release of their first album,
"The Beat," the band has drawn comparisons to the Knack. Collins said that he
really doesn’t see where the comparisons
come from, but, despite the Knack’s multimillion debut, he is much more content
with The Beat’s subtler popularity climb.
"Their second album is not doing as
well as the first one did," Collins said.
"They’ve gotten a lot of bad press. A lot of
it unwarranted. All I know is that I
wouldn’t want to be in their shoes.’’

Kihn disappointing on
’Glasshouse Rock’
by Chuck Bustillos
To say that the Greg Kihn Band’s latest album,
"Glasshouse Rock," is a poor album would be unfair. It’s
just very disappointing.
In establishing its strong nightclub following in the
Bay Area and in Europe, the four lads from Beserkley
have delivered some of the freshest West Coast "no frills"
rock and roll. On stage the Kihn Band is notorious for
powerful performances in the vein of Bruce Springsteen.
Unfortunately, there is no trace of its stage persona on
"Glasshouse Rock," which is as somber and sedate as the
Greg Kihn Band has ever sounded.
It’s an awfully frustrating album to listen to in that
the explosive Kihn trademark is nowhere to be found.

Album Review

Columbia Records recording artists The Beat have opened for bands ranging
from Devo to Southside Johnny and The Asbury Jukes but their simple rock
and roll approach is pleasing to all audiences.
Any shoes that Collins and the rest of
the band might purchase in the near future
better be able to withstand some longdistance runaround. The Beat is going to
be busy for the next month and a half after
they finish their tour with the Jam, they
will run through a quick week -and-a -half
tour of the United States. Then it will be
into the studio to record their second
album which will be called, "Will You
Listen?"
"We’ve got all the tunes done
already," Collins said. "It’s just a matter
of slowing down to have enough time to get
into the recording studio."
He predicted that the album would be

out in four to five months.
With a pair of hit singles, "Rock and
Roll Girl" and "Don’t Wait Up For Me,"
Collins said that a lot of the first album
pressures have been lifted.
"Really we’re the ones who put the
most pressures on ourselves," Collins
said.
But it’s the simple enjoyments of
getting out on stage and playing "Hot rock
and roll" that has injected Collins with a
reborn stream of enthusiasm.
"It’s a great feeling playing before a
large crowd and they call you back to play
an encore," he said. "It beats the hell out
of parking cars."

Nothing on "Glasshouse Rock," which will be released in
record stores today, touches the grittiness of
"Roadrunner," the wit of "Madison Avenue Man" or the
seductiveness of "Secret Meetings."
Side one is weighed down by fluffy ballads with lyrics
that are so trite and unimaginative they borderline
something you’d expect from the Hudson Brothers.
"Can’t Stop," an enjoyable "highway rock" number,
is the closest that the Kihn Band comes to escaping the
subdued tone of the other side one cuts.
For as pivotal an album as this is to the escalation of
the Kihn Band’s career, it is questionable as to why it
included a pair of "cover" songs - "The Man Who Shot
Liberty Valance" and "For Your Love" I originally
recorded by the Yardbirds I.
The biggest disappointment is "The Man Who Shot
liberty Valance" the theme from the movie of the same
name. This is always a high point of a live Kihn Band
performance but on the album the song really drags. It
sounds like drummer Larry Lynch is singing while hiking
up a mountain with a 75-pound backpack.
Only on "Castaway," "Can’t Stop" and "Only
Dance," the only tune to really capture the Kihn Band
persona, do they really get unleashed. The remaining
fluffy ballads sound more like their Beserkley recording
chums the Rubinoos.
"Desire Me" is a gritty Kihn number but it’s almost a
verbatim copy of "Secret Meetings."
"Glasshouse Rock" lacks the flair that the first four
Kihn Band albums possess. It is doubtful it will shatter
any Kihn Band record sales.
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CAT production

’Absent Friends’ flows with laughter

Friends Golin (Wiliam Moreing, seated), John (Tom Ramirez) and Evelyn
(Catherine Butterfield) discuss better times in the CAT production of
"Absent Friends,- which will have shows tonight through Sunday at the Los
Gatos Theater.

by Chuck BustWos
Restricting a play to
one stage-setting throughout can sometimes result in
as visually stimulating an
experience to the audience
as a drive down Highway 5
to Los Angeles.
Without a change of
scenery, it becomes difficult to portray an image
of time changes.
That is what makes
California Actors Theatre’s
adaptation of the Alan
Ayckbourn play "Absent
Friends" such a success.
In the two-hour time
span that the play runs,
the setting never changes
from the living room of
Diana and Paul, whose
marriage is less than what
you would call totally
stable.
But Ayckbourn’s use of
"offstage action" gives the
viewer a vivid picture of

not only the characters’
past but also what their
futures will probably hold
in store for them as well.
Limiting "Absent
Friends" to a fairly
realistic tirnespan, to a
"plot time" of a few hours,
enables all the "story"
elements of past years, of
other places, and of other
people, to piece-patch their
way in. Through memory,
re-telling and impact on the
present, these elements
give the play a remarkable
density.
In "Absent Friends,"
the impact of the onstage
action is heightened by the
absence of friends, major
characters who are named
repeatedly but never appear, and by the tensions
that exist between the past
(as it is remembered or
misremembered ) and the
present seen or unseen).

this week
music

film
Camera One: "An
Evening With Alan Watts"
tonightlt "Life of Brian,"
"The Magic Christian" and
"King Tut Goes to McDonalds" tomorrow. Late
Show tonight: "Rock ’n
Roll High School" and
"The Devo Films."

Uncle
Bodega:
Rainbow tonight and
Saturday, Jet Sunday.
Badfinger April 4. 30 S.
Central Ave., Campbell.
374-4000.

tonight, Lover Saturday
and Omega plus Uncle
Ranbow Sunday. 2540
California Ave., Mountain
View. 941-4900.

Fargo’s:

Bulldog Jack’s:

Chaser tonight
and Saturday, Chawps
Sunday. Old Mill Center,
2540 California Ave.,
Mountain View. 941-6373.

Bulliarber’s:

Milestone
tonight, Hellman and
Groves Saturday. The
Pruneyard, Campbell. 3716505.

Dougherty
Michael
tonight, Steve Seskin and
Friends Saturday, Moss
April 9. "The In-laws" at 7 Gindi Sunday. 93S. Central
and 10 p.m. in Morris No. 68, Campbell. 373-2733.
Dailey Auditorium.
Hot Cider

Wednesday Cinema:

The Garret:

Palo Alto:

Keystone
Papa John Creach tonight,
The Rubinoos plus the Kidz
Saturday. Dirk Hamilton
Thursday.

Smokey Mountain:

Skycreek tonight, Glide
Cider
Hot
Saturday,
Sunday. Cornell Hurd Band
Wednesday. 33 S. Central
Ave., Campbell. 866-8288.

Bil Graham Presents:

The Who, April 18, 19, 20.
Oakland Coliseum, Call
( 4081 297-7552 for tickets.

Flapper McGee’s:

The
Spin tonight. 29 N. San
Pedro St. 998-0616.

theater

"The Insanity of Mary
Girard:"

a spellbinding
and finely crafted play that
deals with the questions of
insanity and women’s
rights in the 1970’s, tonight
in the Little Theatre at
Markham Junior High
School, 2105 Cottle Ave.,
San Jose. 8 p.m.

The tension reliever
throughout
is
the
enlightening performances
of each character.

getting over the death of
his girlfriend.
the
Ironicaly,
memories Colin carries of

Play Review
One of the highlights of
"Absent Friends" is its
ability to keep a comfortable pace throughout.
It never sputters or lags. It
is a play inter-woven with
smaller series of acts.
The basic plot concerns
the preparation of an afternoon tea in England
marking the return of
Colin, who has been away
for sometime and is just

his relationship are better
than the relationships of
the married couples he
returns to visit: Diana
knowns her husband, Paul,
has been fooling around
with Evelyn, a snotty bitch
who boasts about the other
men she has slept with
while her husband, John, a
hyperactive necrophobiac,
is unsettling to everyone’s
nerves.

These internal conflicts carry on through the
whole play. Cohn, who was
a close friend of the group
when everyone first met,
returns to find a series of
characteristic changes in
all.

the change

of
Without
scenery, it is the emmensely talented CAT
troupe which carries the
production and leaves the
audience with the impact
that ACT is no longer uncontested as "the" acting
troupe with all the pros.
"Absent Friends" will
be performed tonight
through Sunday at 8:30
at the Los Gatos Theater.

SJSU vocal jazz group
nabs second -place honors
San Jose State University’s newly
formed vocal jazz group proved it could
sing with the best on Saturday, March 15
as it captured second-place in the College
Jazz Division of the first annual Foothill
Spring Choral Festival at Foothill College.
American River College, from the
Sacramento area, won both the jazz corn
petition and the classical choral contest.
"I feel that for a group that is as
inexperienced as this one, we had an exceptionally good showing," said Mike
West, director of the 10-member jazz
chorus which was organized only last
September. "I think the fact that we won
any award at all with a first-year group
is tremendous."
The group climaxed its performance
Saturday night with award-winning
Foothill College choir director Phil Mattson’s lightening -fast arrangement which
alternates between straight time and waltz

time.
After opening its afternoon segment
with the Jon Hendricks’ tune
"Everybody’s Boppin," Julie Chafin, a
recently converted classical singer,
followed with a solo on West’s
arrangement of Thelonius Monk’s ballad,
"Round Midnight."
After a shaky start, the chorus advanced to the finals that evening with a
third-place finish. College of Mann
finished second in the afternoon competition, but had to leave before the
evening performance. American River
kept a lock on first place in its evening
finale, but West was still pleased with the
SJSU finish.
The chorus plans at least two more
performances ,on campus this spring, on
April 22 in the Music Department Concert
Hall, and later in the semester in the
Student Union.
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"How did you die, Joseph?
Now
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Campaign limits questioned

A.S. to review spending
by Ron Regalia
The
A.S.
Council
decided Wednesday to
review present campaign
spending limitations for
student elections in light of
the new A.S. constitution
approved by students in a
special election March 12
and 13.
The spending limits
may have to be rearranged
because, under the new
constitution, executives
will run independently,
A.S. adviser Louie Barozzi
said.
Under the old consituation, students voted
for slates of candidates
rather than individuals.
The A.S. Special
Allocations Committee will
review the spending limits
and report to council
meetings sometime after
spring break, accoring to

Glen Guttormsen, SJSU director of business affairs, discusses the Coors beer boycott

Spartan Shops votes ’no’
on support of beer boycott
by Hilary K. Hann
Spartan Shops board of
directors voted once again
Wednesday not to get involved in the Coors beer
boycott.
Had the board voted to
support the boycott, it
would have meant not
selling the beer in the
Spartan Pub.
Former A.S. vicepresident Fazel Fazelbhoy
brought the issue before
the board, hoping, he said,
it would take a "socially
responsible stand" and join
the boycott.
"Many times people
within a university make
decisions for us (students)
on the basis of principle."
Fazelbhoy said.
Fazelbhoy came to the
board because Spartan
Shops operates the pub
where beer is sold, including all on-campus food
services.
Some board members
reminded Fazelbhoy that
the issue had been brought
to its attention five years
ago, by a campus Chicano
organization.
The board had then
voted, after an extended
look into both sides of the
issue, not to support the
boycott.
In the board’s Wednesday vote of 4-2, with one
abstention, it based its
decision on the same
rationale it used in 1975: to
let the consumers decide
whether or not they want to
buy Coors.
Fazelbhoy argues if the
decision were left up to the
students, they would take
virtually no effort, time or
energy to find out the facts
behind the boycott.
"They (students) don’t
know enough," he said.
Fazelbhoy was asked
why the boycott is still an
issue.
"Emphasis on the
issue has been on the back
burner," he said. "The
boycott is on for the same
reasons as before.
"Some important steps
have been made, but not
enough to call off the
boycott."
to
According
some
Fazelbhoy,

organizations have called
off their boycott because
Coors has paid them off.
Others, he said, like the
National Organization for
( NOW ), the
Women
Human Rights Coalition of
California and the AFLCIO have kept theirs going.
Board
member
Stephen
Achtenhagen
recommended at the
begining of discussion that
the board hear from
someone opposed to the
boycott, like a representative from the Adolph
Coors Brewing Co.
Fazelbhoy agreed that
this was advisable so the
board could make an
"educated decision" on the
matter.
According to Glen
Guttorrnsen, director of
business affairs, the board
spent many months on the
issue, even sending the
chairman of Spartan Shops
back to Coors headquarters
in Colorado.
"We heard from a
large number of people,"
recalled Robert Martin,
dean of student services.
"We held an open
forum to hear from people
that were concerned," he
said.
Martin
said
the
problem was in ascertaining the facts and in
understanding
what
happened in the Coors
Company.
The board decided then
not to take a stand to

boycott the beer, Martin
said, because it felt it could
not make an "intelligeent
and rational decision" on
the issue.
Some board members
questioned whether a
pamphlet presented by
Fazelbhoy was outdated. It
accused
Coors
of
discrimination on the basis
of race, sex, ethnic origin
and anti-union practices,
as well as other unfavorable practices.
Fazelbhoy admitted
the pamphlet printed in
1976 or 1977 was outdated,
but that basically the accusations against Coors
were still the same.
Fazelbhoy said he was
dissapointed with the
board’s decision not to
pursue the issue.
He said he decided to
approach the board with
the boycott idea because
when A.S. Council voted
Feb. 27 to send SJSU’s
intramural teams to a
competition sponsored by

Fazelbhoy thought the
board’s boycotting of Coors
beer might enable students
to be better informed about
the issues surrounding the
boycott.
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Compete in Western’s
1980 National Typing
Contest! You could win
our gtand pie - an IBM
Selectric II typewriter
or any number of local
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Slates of fewer than 10
councilrnembers are limited to $70 minimum and $150
maximum. Individual candidates cannot exceed $100.
The rationality of
limits
was
spending
questioned by several
council members because
of the difficulty in en-

1

forcing them.
"People spending
more will do so regardless
of the limits," A.S. Vice
President Kiran Majithia
added.
Barozzi pointed out
that discrepancies in
spending limits for the
various tickets tended to
favor the full-sized slates.
A.S. Attorney General
Michael Medina said
eliminating
restraints
favors candidates who are
wealthy.
The number of candidates running for each

council seat will be made
public prior to the elections, said A.S. Election
Board chairman Robert
Shoemaker.
Shoemaker hopes this
will ensure that all seats on
the board of directors
receive applications.
The council also
discussed current campaign spending limits for
student elections under
A.S. Act 9.
The 1980 AS. elections
are scheduled for April 2223. Runoffs, if necessary,
will be held April 29-30.

Computer Science & Engineering Graduates
(Aeronautical * Electrical * Mechanical)

You’ve worked hard to get your degree.
You deserve the best.

At Lockheed, Technical
Excellence is a Way of Life...
on the beautiful San Francisco Peninsula.
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company has opportunities for talented and dedicated professionals eager for challenge, responsibility and the rewards to match Were ir.olved in
meaningful programs in such diverse areas as ocean systems, space systems, energy end
environmental systems, remotely piloted vehicles, and information systems
Sunnyvale, California,
We’re located in one of the most beautiful areas in the nation
where year ’round pleasant weather, great outdoor activities, and the cosmopolitan
lifestyle of San Francisco and San Jose are just short drives away. The benefits are great,
the career growth opportunities even greater. Sound interesting* If to, then investigate the
exciting opportunities available now for COMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERING GRADUATES.
Aeronautical * Electrical * Mechanical)

Our representative will be on campus

Tuesday, April 8
If unable to contact our representative, please forward your inquiry to College Recruiting
manager, P0 Box 504, Sunnyvale CA 940845 We are an equal opportunity affirmative action employer U.S. Citizenship is required.
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Coors, he was "appalled"
at the council’s lack of
knowledge about the issue.

Type
your way
to an
$800 prize!

council member Jim
Rowen.
Present limits include
$400 for a council-executive
slate, $250 for an executive
slate and $150 for a full 12member council slate.

Today!

SPECIAL PRICES

SCULPTURED NAILS .

30.00

Pedicures

15.00

Manicures (Men & Women)

5.00

Facials

17.00

TIPS & TOES
644 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
241-5000
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Without a doubt, you’ve worked hard in the
academic world Now that you’re ready to
set some career goals for yourself, it’s
essential to find an environment which will
enhance your personal and professional
growth.

If that’s what you want, you want us

7:1C P.M.

We’re setting the pace for the ’80s in the ,
semiconductor industry.

good Friday’

If you’re about to graduate with a ’*
bachelor’s or master’s degree in electrical or chemical engineering; physics,
metallurgy; or electronics or industrial
technology, we encourage you to
join us on campus

Monday, April 7
Well talk with you about opportunities
in product, test, process and design
engineering, and quality and reliability
assurance, and give you some compelling reasons for making The Good People
Company the right choice for your
rewarding career
For more information, please visit your
Placement Office, or write to Signetics,
Professional Staffing, Opportunity CP, 811
last Argues Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Permanent residency visa required. We
are an equal opportunity employer m/f.

The Good People Company

signotics

"THE SEVEN LAST WORDS OF CHRIST"
by

0 US Philips CorpnratInn

Dub04.6
THE GOOD FRIDAY SERV CE WILL BE SIGNED
P.M.

In many cases, your dreams will become
reality If you’re able to meet the goals
you’ve set out to achieve

At Signetics we’ll reward you with our
pot of gold rapid, unlimited advancement based on performance, not on
bureaucratic systems

’(’ION FOR ALL

7:30

The proverbial pot of gold at the end of
the rainbow signifies something different to
each one of us: dreams and fantasies for
enrichment of all kinds

FOR THE HEARING IMPAIRED

VISIUM
FrRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 24 NORTH 5TH, STREET

SAN JOSE PHONE: 294-7254

March 28

1 980

9

First national conference
attracts Hispanic feminists
by Janet Fields
If the activity level of
the first -ever National
Hispanic Feminist Conference office early this
week is any indication of
the conference starting
today at 5:30 p.m. and

ending Monday - it should
be quite busy.
The office received
continuous phone calls for
more than an hour Tuesday
morning from persons
wanting to register for the
workshops or out-of-staters

looking for a place to stay.
SJSU could not accommodate all the persons
expected for the conference, so it has been
moved to the San Jose
Convention Center.
Regular registration is

$35 and for students it is
$15.
Hispanics include
Latinand
Mexican Americans and SpanishEuropeans.
More than 1,000 participants, including a group
from Mexico, are expected
to attend the conference,
designed to give visibility
to
Hispanic
women
leaders, derive a national
agenda for Latinas in the
’80s and provide "mental
tools for social action,’ said

Sylvia Gonzales, conference director.
The conference is
funded by a $61,000 grant
from
the Women’s
Educational Equity
Program, U.S. Office of
Education.
However, $14,000 of the
grant went to SJSU for
overhead costs, Gonzales
said.
The cost of the conference was "seriously
underestimated," Gonzales said, but corporations

Hispanic Affairs; Polly
Baca Barragan, Colorado
state senator; and Elaine
Rueben, coordinator of the
National Women’s Studies
Association.
officials
Local
speaking at the conference
include San Jose Mayor
Janet
Gray
Hayes,
Supervisors
Susanne

’such as Phillip Morris,
Levi Strauss and IBM have
been helping out, she added.
Included on the fourday agenda is Sarah
Weddington,
special
assistant to the president
for women’s affairs; Elisa
Sanchez, vice president of
the National Council of La
Raza who will discuss the
history
of Hispanic
feminism; Irene Tovar,
special assistant to
Brown
for
Governor

The director of the
Educational
Women’s
Equity Act Program,
Leslie Wolfe, will be on
hand for the reception
tonight. Wolfe is trying to
country’s
rid
the
educational system of
sexism.
are
109
There
workshops planned for the
conference covering such
topics as the socialization
process, higher education,
politics and counseling.

Wilson and Geraldine
City
ConnSteinberg,
eilrnember Al Garza and
Leona
Assemblywoman
Egeland of San Jose.

classifieds
EASY extra Income
stuffing

Announcements

For Sale

5500 to 51.000.

envelopes.

Guaranteed

Send sell addressed, stamped en
velope
TO
DEXTER
EN
TERPRISES, 3039 Shrine Pl.. Los

Angeles, CA 90007
WANTED: Baseball cards, year:
books and world series programs,
sports
statues.
autographs.
memorabilia QUICK CASH. See Dr.
Tower 763. or call 137-

Lapin, Bus
0191.

: STUDENT Dental Plan. Take care
of your mouth and save money Ion"
Enroll nowt! Information at A.S.
Office, or call 371.6011.

_
SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER .65
cents per lb. No limit. Call 213.2051,
10 PERCENT oft antiques you can
afford for dorm, apt , furniture. old
clothes Decorative items Open I5
194 E
Campbell Ave.
Toes Sal
inside ice cream parlor

Call 379

63,0.
SANK YO STD 1150 stereo cassette
Dolby switch. Cr02/FeCr bias
and automatic shut off Excellent
condition sin, Call 277-11653 alter 7

RADIO time sales. Sell for lop
Stations in California Join a last
growing, dynamic orgarhiallOn with
12 years aperients:
Top com
Missions paid in advance. 5 hour

We collect newspaper, card
board, glass. aluminum and tin
cans, (please flatten), motor oil and
automobile batteries. We’re across
from Spartan Stadium on the corner

EERMAKING
OUR kit selling for $2915 makes 9
gallons of delicious brew, and then
.7$ cents per epoch alter that
Simple instructions and lop quality

store.

6 p.m.. 4 days.

John Eric Paulson Call John at 140
2300
SJSU GSU: Gay Student Union is a
supportive organmation for lesbians
and gay men. GSU provides a blend
of social and educational activities
which give lesbians and gay men the
opportunity to meel, learn about
themselves and each other and
relevant social issues. We meet in
the S.U. at 8 p.m every Thurs
3/13
RAP
Chambers.
Council
Group: 3/20 17,15 p.m.) Group
Outing to Drama Production, 3/27
Live Entertainment, 4/3 speaker.
Lesbian Caucus meets 7:30 p.m.
Wednesdays in the Women’s Center
For more information on any of our
eventS,Ca11179-GAYS.
EVANGELICALS Concerned has a
Bible study for gay men and women,
Wednesdays. 2276 Maywood Ave.
P.O. Box 11165, San Jose 95101. Call
991-0755.
Services:
COUNSELING
SJSU
Available to all students who would
like help with vocational, personal
or academic concerns

Come see us

in our new office in Room 223, Ad
ministration Building, 7th and San
streets. Call 277.2966.
CALL the School of Ballet Arts Inc
info. in classes at new span:- $
studio. 11116 Lincoln ave. Auditions
for

upcoming

performances.

Call

9911-2416 or 28641117

11215.
3 APTS. and 5 sep. bdrms. Large lot,
attractive colonial .0 424 S. SM St.
594,000

Call agent at 39044110
appointment

By

SHOW YOU CARE
277 22441
Ic
interested
PISS*
Kneebo AAAAAA
and
women welcome. Cell Aaron at 73/SURFERS

competition.

4146.

UTAI41

UTAH!

UTAH!
UTAH!
Space still available! 5 nights in
Park City condo’s. S day lift pass to
all resorts. Round trip bus Iran.
sportation. March 21.April 6. Only
S235 (price increase due to bus tariff
increase).

Balance

is

due NOW!
Please pay as soon as possible. Call
991-1097, 243,1949, or 260-2539 for
more info. Let’s turn Utah upside
down with rock and roll!!
INTERESTED
on
outdoor
an.
tivities? If Sc. attend the Sierra Club
meeting every Tuesday al 1.30 P.m
in the 5.0 Guadalupe Room. On
Tues., March 11th, Jim Slams, will
show

sides

on

"The

Galapagos

Islands" and "The Amazon."

Bay.

SAN

JOSE

RESIDENCE

Help Wanted

CLUB.

998.0223.

ENTERTAINMENT FOR WOMEN:
cake popper Inc your next

Male

bachel eeeee e party, Call Rick at 241-

SELF-HYPNOSIS TRAINING
Improve concentration and study
skills. Learn memory recall. control
stress. Special student rates. Call
2401513.

’72 MAZDA RIO: Good Looking,
needs tunit-up, replace control box,
SSOO 00. Call 258 1201 or 751 1712
evenings.
’69 FORD Mustang. Lute VI, PS, low
mileage good body, tires. Most Se%
$1,100 Call 276 9494 or??? 85412

remodeling.

painting and
quality,

HOUSE

reasonable

Professional

rates. For a tree estimate, call Art
FEMALE roommate. nonsmoker,
serious student wanted to share 2
Internship

CAMPUS

Program
Training and

Planning

Financial

WORK available now in Southwest
San
Jose,
Eastside.
Cupertino.
Saratoga and Sunnyvale Flexible
hours Apply in personal 210 South
own car
CAR drovers needed. Full and part.
time drivers and dispatchers. Most
be 25 years of age or older. Male and
female. All shifts available. Call
King Cabot 093-9044.
MEN!

WOMEN!

JOBS!
Sailing

Crumeshipsi

Expeditions!

Sailing Camps. No eapertertre, good
pay. Summer. career Nationwide,
worldwide!
plication,

Send

$4.95

for

an
to

referrals
info,
CRUISEWORLD 20, 2535 Watt lire.,
Bon 601211, Sacramento, CA 95860.

fireplace, 41 patio, private yard and
utilities
and
5)
and
responsibilities. 5300 per month.
Don
or
Exchange references. Call

garden

Pat at 295-7430.
ROOM FOR RENT with private I/3
be Kitchen, living and laUndrY
privileges.
room
in
gay
male
teem
blocks
I 1/2
household.
campus. 5130/mo. Non-smoker. Call

$1,600 to S3,100 summer. Thousands
restaurants,
Casino’s.
needed.
ranches, cruisers, rafting, etc. Send
$4.95 for application, information,
Isle Lakeworld 20. Box 60121,
2535 Watt Avenue, Sacramento. CA
ref

ROOMIE
7

Wm..

Real nice
min. from

wanted:
ha.

apt.

10

Pool. sauna, rec. room,
tennis. lam an Aero senior. Must be
over 71 and neat. 5I75/mo. Call Sal
at 294 2367.
NEW hose to share. 4 bdrm. 2-1/2
ba.. burn. Washer, dryer, pool. 10
from
campus.
minutes
drive
5175/rno. Cal Murray at 923.5965.

951140.

Personals

Mon

terey Road.
and flexible
E XCELLENT pay
hours. Horsing and clerical per
sonnet needed. Aides 56/hr, LVN’s
$11/hr., RN’s 19/hr. Clerical at
experience
needed. Call New Horizons at 244
various

rates.

Some

MEN! WOMEN! Jobs on Ships!
American, foreign. No experience
required. Excellent pay, worldwide
travel. Summer job or career. Send
$3.00 for information to SEAFAX,
Dept. Co. First and Laurel
Port Angeles, Washington 91342.
THE Houle 01 Genii in San Jose.
.YAKI COOK
looking for a
for a Japanese steak houte.

Call
14081 2844139 alter $ p.m. Ask for
Kenny.
POLICE Other., City of San Jose.
Must be bilingual, Spanish/English.
21 to 34 years of age. 2 years of
college. Fluent in Spanish. For more
information, call SJPD Recruiting
O 1277-4951.
FORTUNES

await

attribetiv

woman who can play a 1100d tam
boring. Call Kim at 1/114103.

UNWANTED hale removed forever.
Specialist
Ccmffelential,
355
S.
Baywoof Ave, San Jose. Call 247 ?HA.
WOULD like to find female to be
With a handicapped man. If in.
terested calf 3902301.
MARI -- First "The Shakers." Who
knows! Next the "Dallas Cowgirls."
Don’t get too stoned in litho class.

B USBOY/WAITER positions open.
Eprience
s
, will train
Call 377.9624 after 3 Pm

leaching, oil industry and more!
1940 employer listings
For in
formation, send S3 to AlSCO, Box
1480 16595 Sabado aaaaa , No. IL
Goleta, CA 93016
OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer or year
round.
Europe
Amer Ica.
S.
Australia, Asia. etc All fields. 5500
to tl,200 monthly. Epenses paid
Sightseeing. For free info, write 1JC,
426 Begonia, Corona Del Mar, CA
92625.

components,

compacts, portables and accessories
for the car, home, stage or studio.
Also,
TV’s, preleCtion Systems,
video recordericarn, and games. All

S.F./N.Y., one way, night ... $101
IAA and UAl. S.F./N.Y., one way,
day ... 5194 IAA and UAl; San
Jose/Chicago, one way ... 5139 IAA I.
Eastern Airline
Special E acursion
S.F./N.Y./S.F., round trip ... 5291.
Must stay over one Sat. night ... 7
days advance purchase .., max. stay
60 days. 52911. Price effective June I

10 to 10 Ask for KEN. Look to A.E.
for the widest selection of the
highest fidelity at the lowest prices.
AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS IT!

front of S.U., 3/70, 31, 24 and 25.

1111111111111111
Typing

4

14

Reasonable. So. Valley area. Ca!!
KATHIE at 5701316.9 a.m. to 1 ern.
I am also on the Graduate Office
Approved Typist List,

information given on
etc.
We
quality,
manufacture a complete fine of
kits
and
loudspeakers
qualify

with
and

service.

local

manufacturing

Sounds
Jose.
Unique, 263.0793. Open Toes -Fri., 1
6.541., noon’s.
facilities

in

6

7

8

9

10

16

15UUU

11

Blossom

vailey

area

UUU

19

23

27

25

28

29

31

32

34

33

38

MINIMENEMMEIMI

111

35

36

37

42UUUUU

TYPING:

Term papers, resunits,
etc. $1/pg. and ult. IBM
Selectric.
All
work
proofread. Call Kitty at 231-3099
letters.

Correcting

46

45

IIII.
47

44UU

after 3 p.m. please.
PROFESSIONAL exp. typist. Fast,
acc rrrrr re aaaaa Ole. IBM Selec
Inc. Call 553.105e.

55

56

57

ill WIWI51

INTELLIGENT TYPING
Connie end Gary 9074792

,

59
61

62UU1

TYPING: Thesis, term papers, Mc
Experienced and fast. Reasonable
Call 3014474.

63

64

fil

UUUU

67

3/28/80
PROFESSIONAL

edittng.

Theses,

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
I S-L A
GTL U 8
M E L T
NAIL
PEARL IE
I
Li
A
A
A
A

dasertations, etc. Reasonable. Call
Ms.
II at 374- 70117.
TYPING by Kathy Professional and
Selectric II Call 9e4

1370,

led
leg

54

53

60

experienced

Travel

A

TYPING:
My firm con handle
anything from one letter to large
rnail lists
Reports,
manual or
Quality
work
al
resumes.

A

A

A

A

A
A

A

A

reasonable rates Call THE E XECU
TIVE’S ASSISTANT at 210 1141

cattle drives

Adviser in one of the seven SJSU
dorms. For further details, call 277-

rafting ... canoeing ... Myaking
windiamming ... and many more ..."

FAST. accurate typinvedihng on
Selectric 11
Theses, etc
Words

Contact: Rol B. Davis at Trip and

Unlimited Call val at 9/0 9303

0
A

A

bicycling touring ...

ballooning ... hang gliding

II

39

San

"ADVENTURE travelers i
in Mountaineering ...

13

Call

SPIRALING costs staring yeah the
face? Fight back! Be a Resident

river

T

A

A

A N.

A

A

A

St., San Jose, CA 95112. Call (101)
Mon.Fri., 9-6 ... Sat, 95

H A

JO

A
S

T

E A

3)28/80

Travel Planning Co., 4440. William
DO YOU WANT some advice? Do
you mantle settle an argument? Do
you want to get someone elses
opinion? Then write: Dear John
Now you can get "A man’s point of

12

21

22

to

advertised systems use but at 1/3 to
1/2 the cost. Full manufacturers
Showroom

5

20UU

Janet at 227-1525

the public. Our
speakers use the same components
that most of the highly popular and

warranty

DOWN
1 Famous name
in Boston
2 A Marx
3 Historian
Durant
4 Verse form
5 Part of GB
6 Chanel, to
friends
7 Diplomat
8 Conspirator
against Caesar
9 "- Come
Back to Me"
10 Banishes
11 San 12 Precinct

a3

honest

WHOLESALE

13 Roger Moore
role
Red Sea gulf
Car of sorts
Bobs fish bait
Animation
Tongue-clucking
sounds
29 Short for a
famous queen
30 Lyra’s shape
31 Port of Scotland
32 "Green
Mansions" girl
33 Con - (with
spirit)
35 Southwest wind
36 Dormice
39 Female evil
spirit
40 So. African fox
45 Adherents of:
Suffix
47 Add, as a rider
to a bill
49 Dreiser title
(with "The"
50 Combining form
for a country
52 Increase
53 Complete
54 Mails
55 Holly
56 Destiny
57 Author Ferber
58 Existence: Lat.
61 Theater sign
19
21
23
26
28

18

TYPING Accuracy. neatness and
deadlines rrrrrr teed Experienced
in masters, reports dissertations

Jose,
SAVE THIS ADt!!
Before you purchase any bib, car
stereo. TV, recorder or recording
tape, check with us for BIG DIS-

rect.

48 Port of ancient
Rome
51 Shred
55 Individuals
59 Roman
statesman
60 Guides for
ancient mariners
61 Comedy bits
62 Uncounted
years
63 Dart game
libations
64 Brazil red
65 December time
66 Detect by scent
67 Great experts:
Slang

Approved

backpack trips .., horSepack trips ...

2240.

1

TYPING BY A PROFESSIONAL 20
yrs. esp. Resumes, theses, reports,
vita’s, term reports, letters, don
berates,
charts,
graphs.
etc

by
SJSU
Graduate
Department IBM SO 11 South San

WHAT is the official lewd 01 Alpha
Phi? FRED.
GAMMA Phi Bela Pledges present:
Keepsake Easter caMdy jar sale in

Sunday. twon’S

wholesale
from
distributors to your door in a to 11
days! Call 255.5550 for complete
price quotes or more into, SMWFS,

IBM

IMO Los Aeries I Imes Stadia.

ACROSS
1 Pursue
6 4th cent. date:
Rom.
10 Zodiac sign
14 Composer
Copland
15 Where 22 Across
is:
16 Aviation
prefix
17 Fetch
18 Circus tent
handlers
20 Clear
21 Small spined
lizard
22 City on the
Maumee River
24 Stations, in
Paris
25 Championship
27 V-shaped cut
31 Sun or moon
34 Wedding
37 Rival of USC
38 Two of a kind:
Phrase
41 French friend
42 Is respectful
(to)
43 Standard operating procedure:
Abbr.
44 Name meaning
"my delight"
46 Do a baker’s job

Contact
... authentic
Trip and Travel Planning Co., 444 e
William St., San Jose, CA 95112. Can
14011 2921613 Monday to Friday. 9 6
... Saturday, 9-5 ... Sunday, 000n-5.

direct

Prof.

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

gimmick

items new in f rrrrr y sealed cartons

my home.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

WORK permits for American full
time students in New Zealand ..
Britain .. Ireland ... France ..
Israel (Kibbutz) ... No red tape ... no

With full manufacture warranty. 30
day defective exchange with optional 5 year parts AND labor.

YOUf 105001.

TYPING

292.1613

IBM Silleetric

... Sun., norm’.

217-4355

view. Include any name and address
yes choose. All replys are mailed tO
you and are held in strictest con
lidence

PERSON needed to be Easter Bunny
promotion.
for shopping center
Saturday, April 5, II a m. to 4 p.m.

300

nearly

with

stereo

of

performance,

openings, full time summer. Apply
VILLAGE
FRONTIER
NOW
4015

service

COUNTS on over 750 major brands
of equipment. Good prices available
on lust about EVERYTHING. Cor-

AMUSEMENT park One ... Last
Rouniup ride operators ... Security,
time
part
Sales.
Immediate

PARK,

buying

is SJSU’S
electronics

TYPING

weekends

Wee C11 Sue at 347 1592.

Wide map

Co., 444 E. William St., San Jose, CA
15112. Call 14011 292-103 Monday to
Friday. 9-6 ... Saturday, 9-5

ENTERPRISES
consumer
complete

10th

USA,

and subiect to government approval. BOOK EARLY FOR THE
. .
FARES
BUDGET
ABOVE
Contact: Trip and Travel Planning

010

and

Eurail,
...

110th and Wm), San Jose, C 95112,
Call 14041 3951413.

’MUSIC and MONEY LOVERS!!
Get the best for less from A.R. AU’

EASYTYPE TYPING SERVICE
using
Reports, theses, books
automatic typing. Call 249.0413,0 C

Selectric,
IBM
typist.
Reasonable rates Call Goldie at 762
0445 evenings before 10 p.m., or
GOOD

Student

Mon -Fri. 9-4, Saturday, 9-5, Sundae
noon -5. TRIP AND TRAVEL PLAN
WING COMPANY, Charter Travel
Specialists. 444 E. William Street

Stereo

Shipped

MASS,,

..

Insurance

9th

(between

Backpacks
selection ... Luggage
Hard to find travel books ...
..
Camping
Voltage converters
tours ... Club Med ... Open 7 days.

9454.
COUPLE with Child to share 4 bdrm,
house near campus with couple with
child. SHARE. I) child care. 21 co
op lood buying, 31 Cable TV and

Suite 10
streets)

Youth
Canada and Mexico Travel
Hostel Cards ... Student ships and

or leave message for Meg at 255

school.
JOBS,
LAKE TAHOE CALIFORNIA!
Little exp. Fantastic Tips, Pay,

AMUSEMENT

at 366-1620 evenings and weekends.

bdrm , 2 be apt. near Westgate. leis min. from campus. S175 plus 1/2
utilities. Includes pool and laundry
facilities. Call 257 8136 after II p.m.

Typing
Agency.
Professional services, reasonable
rates Open 10-5, M,F. Call 310-6704
or stop by 411 E. William Street,
BERKELEY

will

advise you. HOURS. M, 0.5; TW,
9; Th., 0.3, F. Se. Education 321.

1

-r

So, for advice, write Dear

John. P.O. Box 21026, San Jose, CA
95151. For recorded message call

RATES

1002700906.

Proof Your Ad Here:
f (-mint Approximately 30 letters and Spaces tor ear h iinvi
Each

WHAT Is Itie Mailing address of
Alpha Phi International? FRED.

luta
hon.!

One

Two

Thns

Four

day

days

days

days

days

day

32 00

2 50

2 75

2 90

3 00

50

2 50

3 00

3 25

3 40

3 50

50

3 00

3 50

3 75

3 90

4 00

50

3 50

4 00

25

4 40

4 50

50

Services

JOBS IN ALASKA. Summer or year
round. Good pay. 11400 to 10,000
monthly All fields parks, fisheries,

Automotive

work.
writing

tutors

Eperienced

0344 after 7 p.m.

parking. 545 per week shared. 0$5
per week single. 201 South Ilth
Street. 011ice 122 North gth St. Call

33/11r. Call 11111 797-63i 1 afternoons.
SAILING Club meeting Wed
March 19 at 6 p.m. in OMM
Guest speaker 1.1 Sailing the Santa
Barbara Channql Islands. Everyone
welcome. Come sail with us on S.F.

North 0th St. Call 990.0223.

your

early

in

process.
MOTHER OLSON’S LODGINGS.
street from
Two houses
campus. Kitchen, linen, maid service, TV, and parking. $41 per wk.
shared, NO to 545 per wk. single. 122

paper

term
in

organisation,

Great guys and gals. Kitchen, game
room. color TV. linen and maid
fireplace,
courtyard,
service,

5552.
GET INVOLVED
BE AN R.A.

sentences,

247-1115

SCOTT ski boots, ladies size 7. Were
only twice, geed condition. Call 277.

The San

PROBLEMS?

English
Department
State
help
will
Laboratory
Writing
students with their writing skills:

Come

Is! No 2215 or call 297 4664 Over 18
ARE you graduating? What better
time to have a beautiful award
winning color portrait created by

292-1797

International

Identity Card issunce
Student Rail and Dratted
Overseas lob placement

trains

Abortion Services

Jose

Geed condition

Sales Course. CALL 2405275.

BEERMAK ERS OF AMERICA
1040 N. 4th Street
San Jose, 200 6647
Store open: Wed. thru Sat.. 9 a.m. to

Available:

or
Women s
Care.
CENTER
Family Planning Facility
Free pregnancy lesting

WRITING

Housing

ingredients make EVERY customer
a success EVERY TIME. Your
friends will insisl in coming to
YOUR pad in the blare. After all.

give you indiadual instruction, or
leSt be happy to rap more with you
on Friday nights from 7 to 10 in the
Beerrnaliers Pub, next door to the

44111-2314.

wedding

Gvn Exam Services
Birth Control

MANUAL TYPEWRITER

where can they get a European type
malt beer with 5 percent alcohol and
not nave to go out to buy it. We’ll

..
(including Laker) .. Hawaii
Africa
Mexico ... Europe ... sia
USA. Travel Services
Australia

wedding

Steven at 256 1509 before 5 30

P

$35.00

love, soft elegant and universally
Understoed. For the finest award
winning photography, call John at

NIGHT Student needs tutor for Bus.
92, Intro Data Process/Fortran. Call

4pm

of S. 7th and Numbed, Sts. Bring
your recyclables and come out and
support us. Volunteers welcome

BUDGET FLIGHTS len. Domestic
flights
let
international
and
anywhere al discount bares. We also
represent all charter operations

day. Will tan. Call 064:1121.

deck
Recycling
Gardens
SPARTAN
Center is open this semester Wed.,
10am
Sun
and
Sal.
11 an,2prn and

photographs by John Eric Paulson.
Photography are expressions of

or
a
LOOKING
your
photographer’

MOVING

AND

50

HAULING

large truck. Avail

Have
for all sorts oi

lobs. Call Royal 291.6117.

Phone

Print manse
Address

Each eddibonal Awe said
50

50

50

50

City

Enciosed is

For

Days

Minimum Three Lines One Oar
Se

WEDDING CHAPEL
Close to campus
Resident clergy

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

nate lee issues, 130 00

277-3175

No blood test required
No wailing

Check

Confidential Legal
R eeeee nd Donald
994-0119 (Any tom)

I.

Classikcahon

Deadline. two days pimp to publication

Announcrnents

O Help Wanted

Personals

Automouv

0 Housing

SercKee

’travel

Consecutive publication dates coifs

Fist Sale

r: Low end Found

Stereo

Typing

No refunds on cancelled iscl%

11111EMILM
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Proposed union merger impact uncertain
by Boni Brewer
It is unclear what impact last
week’s union merger proposal could
have on academic employees of the
California State University and
Colleges system, or even whether
the proposal will be accepted.
The Congress of Faculty
Associations board of directors will
meet this weekend to discuss the
proposal made by the United
Professors of California, according
to CFA President William Crist.
Crist declined comment on his
reaction to the proposal until further
action is taken by CFA.
"I think the general response is
it should be considered as a serious
gesture. We’re not going to dismiss
this as a ploy," he said.
The purpose of the merger,
according to UPC President Warren

Kessler, would be "to speak with one
voice for our colleagues to the
chancellor, the trustees, the
governor, the legislature and the
public."
Its timing was prompted by
anticipation of Proposition 9, the
income tax -cutting initiative on the
June 3 ballot, which could mean up
to a 30 percent cut in CSUC funding.
Chancellor Glenn Dumke’s
office is anticipating employee
layoffs if the initiative passes.
The 20-year-old UPC is affiliated
with the American Federation of
Teachers and the AFL-CIO.
CFA was established five years
ago as an umbrella organization for
the California Teachers Association
(CFA 1, the American Association of
University Professors I AAUP }, the
Employees
State
California

CSEA I and the
Association
National Education Association
NEAL
UPC’s statewide membership is
about 4,200, while CFA’s is about
6,000.
The proposal calls for creating a
new organization to which current
members of UPC and CFA would
automatically belong. Members
could chonse to keep membership in
one of the affiliates.
Jack Kurzweil, an SJSU electrical engineering professor since
1970 and president of UPC’s local
chapter from 1976 to 1978, serves on
the UPC State Council which endorsed the proposal.
Kurzweil said if the unions don’t
merge, and continue to compete for
bargaining representation status for
the CSUC’s 20,000 academic em-

spa rtaguide
IEEE presents Schweb
Kahn of MBA Planning
Association at 12:30 p.m.
today in the Engineering
Building, room 227.
Akbayan Filipino Club
is having a Bake Sale from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. today
outside the Student Union.
For information call Grace
Subega at 227-1269.
of
Fellowship
Reconciliation presents the
Rev. Fr. Daniel Berrigan
at 6:30 tonight at the First
United Methodist Church,
24 N. Fifth St. For information call Shorty
Collins at 297-1769.
Foreign students are
invited to attend a retreat
to Yosemite starting today.
For more information call
David Kemerling at 3770772.
Campus Ambassadors
is having Bible studies
from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. and 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
Monday at the S.U. Montalvo Room. For information call Tim Brooks
at 226-8665.

SJSU students for
Peace and GONE will
leaflet workers at the G.E.
Nuclear Divison today all
day. For information call
Mark Levy at 243-5871.
SJSU Students for
Peace and GONE will have
a rally and march at noon
Saturday at Riverglen
Park at Bird and Pine
streets. For information
call the Peace Center at
297-2299.

One Way Concerts is
featuring Rhythm and
Praise on Saturday April 5,
from 7 to 11 p.m. at the S.U.
Ballroom. For information
call Hortencia Gonzales at
258-2376.

Sierra Club will show
slides of The Galapogas
Islands - The Amazon, at
7:30 p.m. Tuesday, April 8
at the S.U. Guadalupe
Room.

LEAP will have a
subject lecture on
Research in Education at
9:30 a.m. Tuesday, April 8,
in LC 217. For information
call Judy Reynolds at 2773393.

Associated Students
will have a council meeting
at 3 p.m. Monday, April 7,
at the A.S. Council
Chambers. For information call the A.S.
office at 277-3201

NOW HIRING

ployees, they "will each spend
enormous sums of money and
energy."
The collective bargaining
election, which could come as early
as November, would come at a time
"when we need maximum unity but
would have maximum disunity,"
Kurzweil said.
The state legislature authorized
collective bargaining for employees
in higher education in 1978 through
the Higher Education Employer
Relations Act.
"The results would be that one
would win and the other
organization more likely than not
would dissolve," Kurzweil said. "Or
it would be a shell of what it was,
with most members going into the
winning organization."
differences
Philosophical
between the two groups lie largely in
the bargaining unit representation
each has proposed to the Public
Employees Relations Board. PERB
will open hearings April 1510 decide
representation.
UPC proposes to represent all
full-time, part-time and temporary

contributed a great deal to the
university." She warned of pitting
group against group.
The chancellor’s office, which
will get representation rights if
employees choose the "no agent"
option, has proposed not to represent
any part-time or temporary employees.
While neither group has had
bargaining power in past years, both
have handled grievances for the
various ranks of academic personnel.
The power to accept or reject
UPC’s proposal may lie with CFA’s
board of directors, but Crist said the
decision will probably be up to
CFA’s delegate assembly, made up
of local chapter presidents, which
meets April 19 and 20.
CSUC employees are not affected by Tuesday’s appellate court
decision outlawing collective
bargaining for state employees.
Higher education employees’
collective bargaining law is different from the law covering other
state employees.

employees in one unit. CFA proposes
representing all full-timers - including temporaries - in one unit,
but not part-timers.
Crist said CFA proposes a
separate unit for part-time employees because full-timers, who
make up the majority of CSUC
employees, will likely give their own
needs "top priority."
There are about 11,000 full-time
academic employees in the CSUC,
Crist said, including temporary,
tenured and probationary employees. There are roughly 5,500
part-time employees, he added.
Another 2,000 are full-time
academically -related employees
i such as counselors and librarians I.
Full-time temporaries "share a
closer communication" with permanent full-timers than any parttimers do, Crist said. They have
offices, advisory hours and many
serve on committees. Some are on
the Academic Senate.
Yet while part-timers don’t
share some of these responsibilities,
UPC’s local chapter President
Wiggsy Sivertsen said they "have
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Distributor for Large West Coast Manufacturing
company now hiring for new Regional Distribution
Center in homecare products serving Santa Clara
County and Bay Area

$1989,

Personnel needed in delivery, soles, secretarial,
salary and commission service departments

EARN UP TO $100 A DAY
Must have a valid California driver’s license.
Be neat, aggressive, and willing to work
For more information: Call 287-8082
BAY AREA COMPACT
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A Pioneer SX780 FM/AM/FM Stereo Receiver. DC power output of 45 watts per chan
nel minimum RMS at 8 Ohms, 20-20,000 Hz.
with no more than 0.05. THD. Direct -readout
left and right channel power meters, FM
muting, tape monitor tuning meter, low filter
loudness control. FM signal to noise ratio
80d8 (mono). 72d8 (stereo). 29 lbs.
959022EUX22941.7 19893
5375.00
Pioneer HPM60 Four-way Speaker System. 150 watts RMS per channel. 10- cone
woofer. 4 cone midrange. 1’. "cone tweeter.
Super tweeter. 24- high.
932388EUX 15997
$260.00
s
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CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
APRIL 8
That 5 the date when engineers from General
Dynamics will be here on campus to talk
technology with graduating engineering or
science students Well be here to answer
/OW questions and to tell you everything you
r eed to know about Our
broad spectrum of
pportunities and about how you can begin a
rewarding career with General Dynamics
Located in Southern California the
Pomona Division is a world leader in the
design and manufacture of tactical weapon
systems We re growing and adding to

our engineering staff every day and
there s outstanding growth potential for
motivated people Talk to us about how you
can be involved with highly technical and
challenging state-of-the-art projects with
General Dynamics
Don’t wait Contact your Placement Office
now for your interview Or, drop a line to
Frank LeRoy. College Relations Coordinator.
GENERAL DYNAMICS P0 BOX 3011.
Pomona, CA 91766

GENERAL DYNAMICS
Pomona Division
An Equal Opporiumty Employer M F
U S Citizenship Required

C
Pioneer FM/AM/FM Stereo Receiver
Model SX680. Power output of 30 watts per
channel minimum 7,MS at 8 ohms from 2020.000 Hz, with no more than 0.1. total harmonic distortion. Direct readout left and right
channel power meters, tuning meter, tape
monitor, and stereo headphone jock. FM
signal to noise ratio: 80 dB (mono), 70 dB
(stereo)
959014EU X T9-78-3. 16987
5300.00
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Memorex MRX3 90 -Minute Normal Bias
Cassette Tape. Wide dynamic range and excellent signal to noise ratio.
702080MM/06-7 247
54.49
E Pioneer CTF650 Stereo Cassette Deck
with Dolby NR. Features automatic music
search function, fluroscan metering system,
metal capability, and DC servo motor. Signal
to noise: 60dB (Dolby NR), wow and flutter:
0.05. (WRMS).
920304EUX 727412 19886
$295.00
F
Pioneer Quartz PLL Direct Drive Turntable
Model P1400. Convenient fully automatic operation, coaxial suspension and anti -feedback
cabinet. Wow and flutter: 0.025% (WRMS),
signal to noise ratio: 75dB (Din B).
900257EUX16/9.2 13994
$199.00

BEST
special

Best specials
expire: April 19, 1980
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See many incredible values such as these in the Best Spring Sale Catalog, a sampling of the
hundreds of brand name items featured at Best Products,

CAMPBELL: 550 W. Hamilton Ave.
374-6630
SAN JOSE: 1845 Aborn Square
274-6100
MOUNTAIN VIEW: 2535 California St.
941-5600

Mon -- Fri
10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday-. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday -- noon to 5 p.m.

BEST

